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50TH CONGRESS,

1st Session.

SENATE.

l
f

J REPORT No. 585,
1and views of minority.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

MARCH

15, 1888.-0rdered to be printed.

Mr. STEWART, from the Committee on Territories, submitted the following

REPORT:
[To accompany bill S. 12.]

The Committee on Territories, to whom was referred the bill (S. 12) to
provide for the formation and admission into the Union of the State of
Washington, and for other purposes, make the following report:

The bill includes within the boundaries of the proposed State the
Territory of Washington, and also provides for including in said State
that part of the Territory of Idaho lying north of t,he Salmon River
/ range of mountains, and commonly known as the Panhandle of Idaho,
and submits the question whether or not such part of the Territory of
Idaho shall be so included to a vote of the people residing therein,
and that such vote shali be final and conclusive upon the question of
the annexation of North Idaho to Washington Territory.
':I.1he Territory of Washington, inclusive of inland waters, has an area
of about 69,000 square miles. That part of Idaho Territory included
within the boundaries described in the bill, consists of about 24,000
square miles. The proposed State of Washington, including NClrth
Idaho, will be about 350 miles from east to west and 200 miles from
north to south, and would contain, inclusive of inland waters, about
93,000 square miles, and excluding such waters, about 90,000 square
miles. This would be an excessively large State if. it were situated
jn the Mississippi Valley, but a large part must be deducted as unfit
-for cultivation-certainly half', and perhaps two-thirds of the total
area.
There are iu Washington Territory and North Idaho · about 1,200
miles of railroads, and a large number of railroads in construction and
railroads projected. The completion of the California and Oregon Railroad, the Cascade Division of the Northern Paci.fie Railroad, and the
Oregon Short Line, connecting with the Union Pacific Railroad, has
made several transcontinental railroads available in the development
of the vast resources of the proposed State. The numerous feeders for
these transcontinental roads are fast reaching a.U sections of~Washing!on Territory and North Idal.10, tilling them with population and buildrng up a wealthy and populous country.
Tlle natural resources of the propo8ed State are more varied than those
of any other State in the Union. Puget Sound, the great deep inland
sea, extends intn tLe proposed State nearly 200 miles from the Pacific
O?ean, with about 2,000 square miles of surface and more than 1,500
miles of shore line, upon which are numerous thriving towns and cities
S. Rep. ~-40
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engaged in commerce with a11 parts of the world. Tltis gr('at Rheet of
water has numerous bays and harbors, and contains many i:-;larnl. inhabited by farmers and lumbermen. The Uolumbia, Hirer, for111i11~ the
southern boundary, is the great artery of commerce for tlrn Northw<':tern section of the Fnited States. Tbe western part of WasliiHgtou 'frrritory contains a body of timber the most extensive a1Hl usPfnl an~·wlwie
no.w in the United States. That part of Washington Territors l_yi11geast of the Cascarle Mountains (which practical1y divided· tlie Territory
in tw9 sections before the construction of railroads) coutaius a v~st area
of fertile and productive farm lan<l.
There is a large extent of rich farm land in Nez Perccs County :rnil
other parts of North Idaho, hut the greater part of the so called Panhandle is mountainous, and valuable principally for its miuerals. The
mineral resources of the proposed State consist of extensive coal-th·ld:-:,
i.ron mines, and mines of gold, silver, lead, and other metals, which
promise, when developed, to make Washington the foremost among tile
mineral-producing States of the Union.
Washington has been a Territory thirty-four years. Its progress for
many years was slow on account of its isolated position and want of
railroad facilities; but during the last ten years its progress and deYelopment have been constant, rapid, and permanent. According to a
census taken by the various county assessors in 1887, the population
was 143,669. It is undoubtedly safe to assume that the prescut popnJation exceeds the assessors' returns, as emigration to the Territory is
now very large, and there is no doubt but that there are more tllan
152,000 inhabitants now in t,he Territory of Washington, and thnt the
Territory has sufficient population under the present apportionment to
entitle it to a member of Congress. The governor of the Territory, in
bis last annual report, estimates the population as being over 102,000.
The population of North Idaho is variously estimated at from 15,000 to
20,000. The committee are satisfied that there are at least 18,000 peo
ple residing in the part of Idaho Territory proposed to be annexe~l to
the State of Washington, which, added to the population of W.u;lnngton Territory,would make a population of between 170,000 and 190,000.
It makes no difference, as far as population is concerned, whether the
proposed State includes·only the Territory of Washington, or whe~her
it also includes North Idaho; in either event there would be suffiment
population to entitle the Territory of Washington to be admitted as a
State.
The wealth of Washington Territory, as indicated by the asse .. ,cd
valuation of the property, is amply snfficient to support a State government. The assessed valun,tion of the property for 1887 was o,Ter
$56,000,000. This probably represented about 50 per cent. of the actual
va1ue. The Territory has a good system of common schools and twentyfour private institutions of learning, consisting of colleges, seminaries,
academies, and other institutions of the higher grade.
The _S enate Committee on Territories recommended the passage of a
bill to admit Washington and North Idaho as a State in the first sesions of the Forty-eighth and Forty-ninth Congresses. The bill reported
from the committee of the Forty-ninth Oongres passed the Senate but
failed in the Hou e. While the bill was pending in the Senate, l\Ir.
Dolph, S nator from Oreo-on, made a speech so folly explaining the
merit of the bill tbeu under con ideration, ancl which is applicable to
all the matt r now under con 'ideration in the report of the majority of
~'our committ , that it i ·hereby referred to and made a part of thi
report, mark ,d Exhibit A. Mr. nm, of the Committee on Territories
of th llou , made an elaborate report in the second session of the
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Forty-i1inth Congress in favor of the admission of Wash~ngt~n Terr~tory with boundaries iucluding North Idabo. Your committee 1s unammou~l,v of tile opinion that Washington Te~ritory ought to be_ a?mitted
as a State and a majority of the com1111ttee are of the opunon that
North I<laI{o ought to be iuclrnled within the boundaries of tbe proposed
State if tlrn people of N ortll Idaho so desire.
.
The question of the aunexation of North Ida,llo to Washmgton has
been agitated for abont twenty years. T!Je strip of land called the Panhandle naturally belongs to ·washington. The streams run west f~om
the Bitter Hoot Mountains, tl.te eastern boundary of N ortb Idaho, mto
·washington 'rerritory. Tl1e Yalleys through which these streams flow
are partly in ·vvashington Territory and partly in Idaho Territory. The
boundary line between Washington and Idaho Territories is an arbitrary line dividing neighborhoods. The people of the so-called Panhandle do their business in Washington Territory. The railroads also
run east and west, and the natural outlet for all the produce from the
Panhandle is west to Puget Sound and Portland, Oregon. The political connection of the Panhandle with South Idaho is forced and unnatural. 'I'he channels of trade run the other wa.y. Besides, there is a
high range of mountains (the summit of which constitutes the southern
boundary of North Idaho, described in the bill under consideration)
which renders all intercourse between North and South Idaho difficult
and expensive. In short, there is positively no intercourse between
North and South Idaho except fo1~ political purposes .
.At the last sPssion of Congress a bill was passed by the House of
Representatives, and unanimously repotte<l. to the Senate by the Committee on Territories a,n<l. passed the-Senate, but failed to become a-law
for want of time on the part of the Executive to consider it, annexing
North Idaho to Washington Territory. Tl.le Committee on Territories
of the Honse, th ough its chairmau, Mr. Springer, made the- following
report upon the merits of the bill:
The Comrnittee on th e Te1Titorit s, to whom ii:as r,ferred the bill ( H. R. 2389) to annex a
portion of the 1'erritory of ldaho to Washington Territory, m·ake the following report:

It appears that that portion of Idaho, the annexation of which to Washington
Territory is contemplatPd, cast a vote of 2,7tl8 011 November 4, lt,84, indicating, at a
ratio of population to vote of 4.7, n, population of 13,103. These peuplc are almost
wholly isolated from the southern portio11 of the Territory by t,he Salmon River rang:e
of mountains, which are exceedingly rugged a11d precipitous in their character. '1'6.e
~oustrnction of a wagon road across these mountains, from north to south, bas Lbus
fa.r been regarJed as wholly impracticable, so that at this time the sole direct mea,ns
~f co?1mun1catio11 between the two sections coosi8t of a priwitive Indian trail. Durrng six months of the year thi8 trail affords facilities alontJ to those w bo are expert in
t~e use of snow-shoes. • Under the most favorable conditions, pack animals alone fur•
msh any means of direct communication.
Dccause of t,he natural barriers iudicatecl, a jonrn ey from any portion of northern
Idaho to Boise City, the capital, is a very tedious and expensive affair. Tho distance
acro8s the mountains ranges from 200 to 400 miles, while the distance necessary to be
trave,led_ranges from 4~0 to 600 miles, the route being aver~ circuitous oue_ through
the 1~rntory of Washmgton and the State of Oregon. For these reasons there are
practically no commercial r elations between these sections of Ida,bo; while, on -the
other hand, the northern section is so situated with reference to Washin<Yton Territory as to make their interests-social, political, antl commercial-identic~I.
In 1873 the l~gislative assembly of Washington Territory memorialized Coi1gress
for the a_nucxn.t1on of north ern Idaho, ~s contemplated in the proposed legisla,tion.
1!1 the wrnte1: of 1884-'85, the legisla t,ive assembly of Idaho passed a similar memorial, _and_ <lurrng tbe l_a,st campaign tbe platforms of bot,h political parties, in both
Terr_1tones, declared 111 favor of said annexation, indicating a.11 alrpost unanimoii:s
seutrn1ent on the pa.tt of t he peopl e of l.Jotb Territories favorable to the en:1ctment of
the proposed la.w.
In respon~e to the maoifm,t necessities of the case, aucl in deference to the clearly
exyressed Wishes of the people of_ both Washington and It1aho Territorie1:1, your committee recommend the passage of the accompanying bill.
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After numerous petitions to Congress, beg'inning iu 1866, and m'te1·
a continuous controversy frum that time forward between North and
South Idaho as to whether or not North Idaho should be annexed to
Washington Territory, the two sections came to a definite understau<.ling in 1881, and in pursuance of such understanding a memorial was
passed by the legislatiYe assembly of Idaho Territory, in which both
North and Sou-th Idaho were fully represented, praying Congress to attach northern Idaho to Washington Territory. The memorial is as
follows:
[House memorial No. 6.]

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatii,es of the United States:
Your memorialists, the house of representatives of the legislative assembly of the
Territory of Idaho, respectfully represent: That all of that portion of said Territory
embraced and included within the boundarie.s hereinafter set forth, and constituting
what is known as North Idaho, is .so situa.ted in relation to the south and southeast
portion of said Territory as to render their political union impracticable, for the reason that nature bas divided them by a high and rggged range of mountains, over
which there is no road except such as will admit of the pai,sage of riding and pack
animals, and this only for about six months of the year. The remaining six months
the snow is so deep as to cut off all communication between said sections except by
telegraph or travel by a circuitous route through ·washington Territory, across the
Umatilla Indians' reservation, and through the State of Oregon, a distance of abont
500 miles. And this is the only route at any season of the year over which the
people of the north can reach the capital, except it be on horseback or on snowshoes. Politically the two sections are united; socially, commercially, and geo,
grapbic'ally they never can be.
We, your rnemvrialists, therefore respectfully but urgently prny that when the
Territory of Washington is a<lmit.tecl into the Union th~t all of that portion of Idaho
Territory, hereinafter more particularly described, be attached to and made a part
of the State of Washington, to wit, all that portion of Idaho Territ,ory, embraced m
the following boundaries: Commencing at a point in the middle channel of Snake
River, thence southerly along said middle channel of Snake River to where the 45°
parallel crosses said river, thence east along sa.id parallel tot.he 37° 30' west longitude from Washington, thence north along said meridian to tb'(i crest of the Bitter
Root Mountains, thence northwesterly along said crest of Bitter Root Mountafos to
the thirty-ninth merillia,n, thence north along said meridian to the British possessions,
thence west along said British line to the western boundary of Idaho, and thence
suntherly along said western bound:uy to the place of beginning. And your mcmorialists will ever pray.
I, Theodore F. Singiser, secretary of the Territory of Idaho, hereby certify that the
foregoing copy has been carefully compared with original house memorial No. G,
passed by the present eleventh session of the legislative assembly of the Territory,
and that the same is a true copy thereof.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the Trrritory to be hereto affixed. Done at Boise City this 25th day of January, A. D. 1 '81.
[SEAL.]

THEODORE

F.

SINGfSlm,

Secretary.

In the election of 1884 for a Delegate to Congress from Idaho, both
the Republican and Democratic platforms contained plauks fa.vori.ng
the annexation of North Idaho to Washington Territory. The foJlowiog is the plank contained in the Republican platform :
Re8olved, That the wishes of North Idaho, in regard to annexation to Washington
Territor;r, should be faithfully and justly represented in Congress. It is a quest.ion
oflo~al 1mport:mce with that section, and demands recognition and support in proportion to the unanimity of their expression on tliat sulJject.

The following is the plank contained in the Democratic platform :
Resoh-cd, That we r cognize the fu11 weight, jnstice, importance, and :final result of
the claim of our citizens of northern Idaho in their annexation views, aucl here in
open con~·~~tiou, backed uy au il?nest Dcmocr::wy, we pledge to our uortl.Jcrn neig~b r • wilhngn
and o-operat1011 on our part to accede to their wmhes on th1~
propo ·ition in a mutual it.. _of feel!ug that hall bind ns together fraternally now and
so':,;' th F, :cl c,f eternal fneod hip wh n tho separntiou may come, and we ask our
northern fncodc, to accept thi!¼ pleclge in the l..ton('sty of its i:J.tentions, and with the
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full assurance it is l.,ase<l. upon the promise of a permanen_t, resident, pol~tical o~g:an::zation, :md not the imported vibrations of homeless, fa1thl~ss, wandermg poht1cal
mendicants.
·
,
.
Resolved, That the nominee of this convention pledge himself to support the prm~
ciples herein promulgated.

· Mr. Hailey, the Democratic candi<late, was elected on t~e above
platform. He introduced a bill in the House of Rep~esentat1ves_ providing for the annexation of no:rth Idaho to Washrngt?n Terntor~,
which passed both Houses of Congress, but failed to receive the President's sio-nature. At the next session of the legislative assembly of :
Idaho T~.rritory th~ following council joint memorial was passed in
January, 1885:
tCouncil joint memorial No. 2.]

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Slates of America
in Cougress assernbled :
Your memorialisls, the council and house of representatives of the legislative
assembly of the Territory of Idaho, respectfully represent that all of that portion of
said Territory which comprise_s the counties of Idaho, Nez Perces, Shoshone, '.'1-nd Kootenai, and is included in the boundaries hereinafter set forth, and constitutrng what
is known as North Idaho, is so situated in re).ation to the southern and southeastern
portion of said Territory as to render their political union impracticable, for the
reason that nature has divjded them by a high and rugged range of mountains, over
which there is no road, except such as will admit of the passage of riding and pack
animals, and this only for about six months of the year; during the reruaining six
months the snow is so deep as to cut off all communication between said sections, except by telegraph or travel by a circuitous route, through Washington Territory,
across the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and through the State of Oregon, a distance
of some 700 miles; this being the shortest route by which the people ofthenorth can
reach Boise City, the capital of the Territory, except it be on horseback or on snowshoes.
Politically the two sections are united, but socially, commercially, and geographically they never can be.
We, your rnemorialists, therefore respectfully pray that when the Territory of
Washington js admitted as a State into the Union, all that portion of the Territory
of Idaho hereinafter more particularly described be attached to and. made a pai:.t of
said State of Washington, to wit: Commencing at a point in the middle channel of
Snake River, at the northwest corner of Washington County, in Idaho Territory;
thence easterly along the northern boundary line of said Washington County to where
said boundary line crosses the Salmon River range of mountains; thence easterly
a:Iong the summit of said Salmon River range of mountains to the eaAtern boundary
hoe of Idaho County; thence northerly along the eastern boun<lary line of said
Idaho County to the summit of the Bitter Root range of mountains; thtmce in a
gener~l northerly course along the summit of the Bitter Root range of mountains to
the thuty-ninth meridian line west longitude from Washington, D. C.; thence north
along said meri.dian to the forty-ninth parallel of latitude; thence west along said
pa.rallel to the western boundary line of Idaho Territory, and thence southerly along
i:.a1d western boundary line to the place of beginning.
A~d we woul~ further ask that i11 the event of the disintegration of the part of Idaho
Territory ~:uent1oned, that the common debt be adjusted and provision made for the
support of such convicts as are now in the Territorial penitentiary, and for the support of the persons adjudged insane in said counties of Idaho, Kootenai, Shoshone,
and Nez Perces.
And your memorialists will ever pray, etc.

A.t the election of 1886, in which Mr. Dubois, the present Delegate
from Idaho Territory, was elected, the question of the annexation of
North Idaho to Washington Territory was submitted and voted. upon
by t~e people of the counties proposed to be annexed to Washington
Territory, and resulted in an overwhelming majority in favor of such
annexation. The understanding that North Idaho should be attached
to Washington Territory was acted upon, and by common consent all
the public buildings were erected in southern Idaho. The legislative
assembly of Idaho, at its last session, in 1887, passed a memorial against
the division of the Territory.
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It is now suggested by the people of South Idaho and their representatirns, the governor of Idailo Territory and Mr. Dubois, the Delegate, that a change in sentiment has -taken place in North Idaho, and
that tho people are now opposed to the division of the Territory. The
majority of your committee think that under these circumstances the
wishes of the people should be consulted, for these reasons, viz:
(1) While Washington Territory has sufficien t resources and population to maintain a State govrrnment without including North l<laho,
the addition of tllat part of Idaho Territory described in the bill would
not make the State too large, but would add very much to its resources
and furnish a natural boundary.
(2) The people residing in the Panhandle are the principal parties
interested in the question. The present boundary line between Washington and Idaho TerritorieR is arl>itrary, unnatural, divides neighborhoods, and leaYes remnants of the upper ends of valleys separated from
all political connection with the seat of goYernment.
(3) The political union between South and North Idaho is forced and
unnatnral, and will always entail upon the people of North Idaho great
expense, unnecessary delay, and inconvenience in transacting business
with the capital of the Territory in South Idaho.
(4) The polit.ical connection between northern and southern lllaho
being forced an<l unnatural, and the relations between the Panhandle
aud ·w asbington Territory being intimate, natural, and convenient, the
struggle of the people occupying North Idaho for annexation to Washington Territory, which lias continued for near a quarter of a century,
will not ue settled by admitt.ing Washington as a State, and excluding from its boundaries a section of country geographically, socially, and
commercially a part of the State of Washington. But the agitation
will"co utinue, and it is believed. that the people of North Idaho will continue to petition Congress for annexation to Washington until their
reasonable aud just claims are recognized by annexation to Washington.
(5) The claim of the people of North Idaho being just, and no reason
liaving been furnished in opposition thereto except the desire of South
I<lal.Jo to maintain political control over an unwilling people, the majority of your committee are unwilling to deny to the people most interested tlie right to determine by tb{-'ir votes whether North Idaho shall
form. a part of the proposed State of Washington, or continue to 1Je a
part of the Territory of Idaho.
(0) 'rhe desire of South Idaho to retain the Panhandle manifestly proceeds from a desire of the people of the fbrm.er section of the Territory to ultimately become a State in the Union . But this laudallle am l>ition can be more readily realized by other divisions of the Territories of
the United States which will not inconvenience the people of any sectio11, without the necessity of arbitrarily compelling North Idaho to sul>mit to the unnatural political association which the present boundaries
of Idaho Territory impose. Wyoming and Utah are still Territories,
adjoiuiug South I<la lio, and such ctivisions can be made of them as will
enable each new Sta,te, upon its admission into the Union, to contain
s 11fficicnt re ources to support a population which will compare fa,rnral>ly with the otl.J '.\r new States. The State of Nevada was admitted
iuto tlrn Union with a very limited amount of agricultural resource .
Ai t ·r it. a<lmi:, ion the houoclaries were extended so as to include a part
of tah and .A rizo1rn, T •nitories, and :yet it seems necessary to acl<l more
t r~'itory to tlrn.t, tate to fnrni ·11 ufficient resources to upport a population equal to tlia f the other new States.
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ln forming new States two considerations should al ways be observed:
First tbe territory included should have a capacity to support a popu•
latior~ ~uflicient for a State. ·This is more important than the actual
population wbcn admitted. Second, the boundaries shoul~ be such,
having regard to mountain ranges and other phJ7 Sical form_at10n~, as to
render all varts of the State reasouab]y accessible. In view of tb.ese
considerations it is deemed adviRable by a majority of your committee .
that the people of North l<laho sl10uld have an opportunity of deciding
whether they will be joined with Washington, in couformity with nat•
ral boundal'ies and the couvenience of trade and commerce, or remaiu a
part of Idaho Territory,.and submit to the iuconveniences of that connection.
'The plan proposed by the bill for submitting the question to the
people is simple and 1nexpensive. At the time of electing delegates to
form a State government a vote is to be taken in North I<!abo upon the
question of annexation of tlie Panhandle to Washington. If a majority
of the votes cast ou that question are in favor of annexation, the boundaries of tlle proposed State will include North Idaho, otberwise the
State will be confined to the present boundaries of the Territory of
Washington.
The committee therefore report back the following bill as a substitute for the bill (S. 12) to provide for the formation and admission into .
the Union of the State of Washington, and for other purposes, and
recommend its passage.
·

ijXIIIBI'.l'

A.

Speech of Hon. Joseph N . Dolph on the bill (S. 67) to provide for the formation and ad•
mission into the Union of the State of Washington, and for other purposes.
[Wednesday, March 31, 1886.J

Mr. DOLPH said:
Mr. PRESIDl<:NT: After the exhaustive discussion in the Senate of the bill for the
admission iuto the Union of southern Dakota, involving as it did many of the questions which will probably influence Senators iu voting upon the bill under consideration, ancl aft r the able and elaborate presentatiQ.n, yesterday, of the claims of
Washi11gton Territory to be admitted into the Uuion, by the Senator from Connecticut,
I do not expect to be able to present to the Senate much of value in addition to what
has already been said. And yet, representing as I do, iu par.t, the people of the State
whose northern boundary forms the southern boundary of the Territory now' asking
admission as a State, a State whose people are connected with the people of that
Territory by a common history of hardship and adventure in the early settle.me at of
tlie conutry, who are bound to them by stroug commercial and business ties, and
whose fntnre is indi ssolubly linked with theirs, I do not feel at liberty to remain
wholly silent.
I fo,ten~ll to the d ebate upon the bill for the admission of Dakota with attention,
to learn, if I could, what were considered l.,y Senators to be.the requisites for the_
admission of a Territory to the sisterhood of the States. If I correctly understood
the posi tiun of the Senators who opposed the passage of that bill, it was that there is
no bi~tl!ng 1yle esta1J lished, by precedent _or otherwise, upon that sul.,jecL.
Wa1v_111g f~r the present the 9ne~tions or bow far the precedents ought to govern
tlie a.ct1~m o! Cougress upon this lnll, aotl to what extent Congress is honnd by agreement with 1ts people to admit the Territory of Washincrton
into the Union as a
0
8tate, I will consider briefly the claims of the Territory for admission. I assume
that the prernqnisites wliich can bP. reasonably demanded for the admission of a new
8tate are the following:
.
A s?fil~ient t erritory; a sufficient population; institutions conformable to the
Const1tut1on and laws of the United States, and not repuguant to a republican form
of government; sufficient resources and financial ability to support a State government; and the desire of the peaple themselves for admi1:1siou.
In my judgment noue of these things are want,iug in the present case.
I will direct attention first to the area of the proposed State.
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Washington Territory is a part of the t erritory whose jurisdiction was long in
<lispute between the United States and Great Britain, but which was formally
declared to be in the United States Ly the treaty of 1846.
By an act of Congress approved August 14, 1848, Oregon Territory was organized,
embracing all the territory of the United States west of the Rocky Mountains north
of latitude 42° north. It contained 308,052 square miles.
Washington T erritory was organized by an act of Congress approved March 3,
1853, and embraced all that portion of Oregon Territory north of the Columbia River,
• from the month of that river to the point ofintersection with latitude 46° north, and
north of latitude 46° north, from that point to the Rocky Mountains, and contained
12~,022 square miles.
·
·
Oregon was admitted as a State by act of Congress approved February 14, 1859,
with an area of 95,274 square miles. .All that portion of the Territory lying east of
the Snake River, from the point of its intersection with the forty-sixth parallel of
north latitude to the mouth of the Ouyhee River, and east of a line drawn from that
point directly south to the forty-second parallel of north latitude, was incorporated
within the boundaries of Washington Territory.
By act of Congress approved March 3, 1863, Idaho Territory was organized out of
territory taken from Washington, which l eft the area of Washington Territory as it
is at present-69,994 square miles, 3,114 square miles of which is water surface, and
66,880 square miles, or 44,796, l60 acres, land surface. It is estimated that of the
present area of Washington Territory, after deducting tl.te area of Puget Sound and
of the mountains unfit for cultivation, there remain 35,000,000 acres, of which about
20,000,000 acres is timber land, 10,000,000 acres table land, and 5,000,000 acres rich
alluvial bottoms.
The area of the proposed State is, in round numbers, about 90,000 square miles, and
is exceeded only by that of five States, namely, California, Colorado, Nevada, Texas,
and Oregon. A few comparisons will assist in compre hending the vast dimensions of
the proposed State and of the other Pacific coast States.
If you will take the ma.p of the United States ll.nd trace the western boundaries of
Washington Territory, Oregon, and California from Cape Flattery to the southern
boundary of California you will :find the distance to be 1,620 miles. 'l'he distance
from Cape Flattery, following the channel of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and the
Canal de Haro, to the point where the forty-ninth parallel of latitude intersects the
main channel between Vancouver Island and the main-land, and which is the extreme
northern boundary of Washington Territory, is at least 100 miles. If Washington
Territory is admitted into the Union there will be three Pacific coast States with a
shore-line upon the Pacific of 1,620 miles.
The shore-line U?On the Atlantic, from the St. Croix River, the northern boundary
of l\1aine, to St. Mary's River, the southern boundary of Georgia, is 1,450 miles,
npon which thirteen States of the Union are bounded in whole or in part, namely,
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.
With 170 miles more of shore-line upon the Pacific Ocean than the thirteen States
named have on the Atlantic, three States will be represented here by six Senators,
while the thirteen are represented by twenty-six Senators.
Again, California has 157,801 square milf.is, Oregon 95,274 square miles, Washington Territory 69,994 square miles, North Idaho (estimated) 20,000 square miles, makin.g
a total of 343,069 square miles. The thirteen States mentioned upon the Atlantic
coast have an aggregate area of 300,652 ,-quare miles. The three Pacific States will,
therefore, not only have 170 miles ruore of sea-coast. not counting the coast of Washington Territory north of Cape Fla,ttery, but a territory exceeding the aggregate territory of the thirteen Atlantic States named by 33,417 square miles--more than terri-/
tory enough to make twenty-fl ve States of the size of Rhode Island.
Fractional portions of the State of Colorado and of the Territor_v of New Mexico
a?d a verr small _portiou of the Territory of Wyoming lie west of the ~ocky ~fountams. It 1s not likely that more than four States will be created out of Washrn~ton,
Idaho, Utah, ~nd Arizona T rritories, which will make seven States wes_t of the
Roeky ~.fount~ms. Enst of the Rocky Mountains there are at present thirty-five
tates, rncludi?g Colorado, whose territory, as I have said, extends west of the
Rocky Mountams. And there is a probability that out of Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Tew Mexico, and Indian Territories will be created from seven to ten more
•tats, and a po ibility tbatTexas maybe divided into four States. Assuming that
four new States will be formed from the Territories of ·w ashingtou, Idaho, Arizona1
aucl tab, the total area of tl.te seven Pacific Stat s would be 776,334 square mile!!.
Tl~e ar .. a of ~11 tbe •'ta_te ancl T rritori e , excluding Ala ka, is 3,008,616 square
11111' , - .232,
3 q~are ~il. of which lie east of the Rocky Mountains and west of
the Rocky Iountam w1th111 the honndaries of ew Mexico and Colorado.
Tb re a~e thirty-five !ate_ already within the portion la t mentioned, with a
pro ·pect of the number b rng rncrea ed to forty-five, in which case more than one~
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fourth of the entire territory of the States would be diYided into seven Pacific States,
and less than three-fourths would be divided into forty-five States.
In this connection I make a suo-o-estion which I commend to the consideration of
the opponents of this measure, if there are such. Washington Territory is divid~d
by the Cascade Mountains into two sections-eastern and western-nearly equal m
area and population. Each section has territory enough for a State larger ~han
any one of ten of tbe present States of the Union. The population of tb~ Territory
has undoubtedly doubled during the last four years, and before the Umted States
census of 1890 is taken it will have more than don bled agaiu.
. ..
There is already a growing sentiment in the Territory in favor of a dtv1s1_on of t~e
Territory on the line of the Cascade Mountains. Suppose, and the conJec~ure 1s
within the bounds of probability, that the preseo t application of the people for the
admission of the Territory into the Union is rejected, and that after the next census
tbe people of each section, eastern and westaru Washington, with double the necessary
population to entitle them to a Representative in Congress under t,he present app~rtfonment, and it being also manifest that tliey have the resources and :financial ability to sustain a State government: come to Congress demanding a division of the
'l'erritory and the admission of each section as a State, what satisfactory answer
under such a showing can be made to them 1 If it is answered that Congress an<l
not the people of the Territory will determine the dimensions and boundaries of the
State, I will suggest that if the admission of new States is to be determined by questions of political expediency, when the sentiment of C_ongress is such that the Territory can be admitted at all, it is just as likely to be admitted as two States as without division.
Coming now to the question of population, it is true that there is no absolute rule
as to the population which should be required for the admission of a new State into
the Union. The only provision of the Constitution upon the subject of admission is
found in SP.ction 3 of article 4, and is as follows: '' New States may be admitted by
Congress into the Union."
It will be seen that the power of Congress to a<lmit new States is not restricted.
A rule by which a new State should be required to possess a population eqaal to the
number fixed as the basis of representation in Congress at the time of admission
wonld not, I think, be an unjust one. The Constitution has provided, however, for
a contingency in which a State may ha,ve less populatiou than that. The secon<l section of the first article of the Constitution declares that "the-number of Representat.ives shall not exceed one for every 30,000, but each State shall have at least one
Repr~sentative."
•
It can he satisfactorily demonstrated, I think, that there is now within the territorial limits of the proposed State a poJJnlation much gre~tter than that :fixed as the
present basis of Congressional representation. After a careful estimate, based upon
the vote of the Territory for the last decade, the population of Washington and
northeru Idaho, 9s showu by the Tenth Census and the vote cast at the election in
188_1, I place the present population of Washington Territory at 185,000. The popu lation of Washington Territory in 1880, according to the Tenth Census, was 75,116.
The number of votes cast nit the election in 1880 was 15,823. The ratio of population
to voters in 1880 was, therefore, 4.747 and a fraction-so near to 4¾ that, for convenience of calculation, the latter figures may be adopted as the ratio. The vote of the
Territory at the Territorial election of 1884 was:
For Delegate _____ .. ____ .. ___ .. ______ . __ • ___ . ___ ..... __ . __ . ___ . _....•..... _. 41,842
Not voting for Delegate __ . ...... __ . ·- ..•. __ .... ··- ... __ • -·· __ .... __ . _... _. _ 1,478
0

Femal!s ~~ti;t~-::::::::::::: .- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:::::
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Making number of male voters .. __________ -····--··-·-·-···-··-···_· ___ 34,952
Adopting the ratio of voters in 1880, i. e., 4¼ inhabitants for every male voter, and
there appears to have been on the 4th of November, 1884 in Washington Territory
alone a popnlatiou of 166,02·~.
'
_Ac?ording to the_ Tenth Census, the population of that part of Idaho included
w1th111 the boundari es of the proposed State was 6 983. The number of votes cast in
t~at subdi"."isio_n of the Territory at the Territoria't election of 1880 was 1,2:35, which
~1ves a rat1_0 o~ one vo~er to ev~ry 5.65 inh abitants. The vote of this portion of Idaho
at thf3 Terri tonal e1ect1on of 1884 was 2 831. Estimate] at the ratio of voters to the
popu~ation in 1880, the population of N~rth I<laho at the date of the last Territorial
el~ct1on was 15,995; which wonlcl give to the Territory ·included within the boundaries of the proposed uew State on the 4th of November, 1884, a population of
182,017. At tl_1e rate of the increase of population of Washino-ton Territory for the
!ast ~hree_yea~s, the population of the Territor.v mnst have in°creased materially by
1mm1g-rat1on srnce the November election in 1884 an<l must now amount to at least
185,000, as above estimated.
'
Of course absolnte certainty can not be claimed for these estimates . . They are
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ma,1e, however, upon the basis of ascertained facts, and certainly upon the most satisfactory basis which can be adopted for such an estimate, and they may be accepted
without question as approximating very 11early, certaiuly within from one to five
thousand oft be actual population of the Territory.
The ratio of population to the number of voters in thP Territory bas not decreased
since the census of lHi-0 was takeu. The probability is that it has increast'd. Within
the last four yPars the facilities for reaching that Territory have been greatly increased, and theimmigrat1011 lias been mainly composed of families. I have no doubt
that the ratio of population to male voters at this time is at least 5 to 1, which woul<l
give the Territory a still greater population than shown by the above estimates.
Aud then, in estimat:i g the population upon the basis of the vote at the lastelectior.,
it ought not to ue forgotten that a very large portion of the recent immigration into
the Territory was within the six months immediately preceding the November election, among which were no qualified voters.
I am aware that the returns of the census taken by the Territory in 1883 show the
total population at that time to have been 92,508, and the returns of the census taken
by the county assessors iii the spring of 1885 show the population tp have been 129,43 ,
an increase during ~he two years of 36,930. But there is no doubt that the taking of
the census being incidental to the other duties of the county assessors, and the law
under which it was taken being insufficient to secure thorougbuess and accuracy,
the work was done in a negligent manner and that the returns are very imperfect.
As was stated by the Senator from Connecticut, Governor Squire, in his annual message to the legislative assembly of the Territory at its last session, said:
"The census returns of the Territory are notoriously incomplete, and can not be
taken as a true and sufficient exhibit of the actual population. For example, a communication signed by the officers of Lincoln County claims that a correct cens~s
would increase the reported population of that conut_y fully 40 per cent. Tlie law 1s
manifestly imperfect, because there is no penalty attached to non-compliance therewith. " " "
"The Territorial auditor writes me as follows! • Had the census been properly
taken under au adequate law, the population for 1885 would certainly have been
shown to be above 175,000."'
But even tllese notoriously imperfect returns fairly show the population in the proposed State to be greater than the number required for representation in CongresR
nnder the present ratio. A year has elapsed since the census of lb85 was taken. By
that census, as bas been stated, there appearecl to be in Washington Territory a population of 129,438. The increase for two years was shown to have been 39,930. As ~be
immigration was mnch larger than ever before in the history of the Territory, themcrease during the year since the fast census was taken must have exceeded the annual
increase for tho prnceding two y~ars. But, supposing it to have been the same,
18,4u5, on the ba&is of the census taken by the county assessors under the Territorial
law, the Territory vrn11ld now be shown to have at least a population of 147,903:
I am informed by Hou. John Hailey, Delegate in Congress from Idaho Territory,
and others, that the population of northern Idaho has increased at least 30 pcr.cen_t.
since the election in Novemuer, 1884; that in Shoshone. County, where the vot~ m
18 4 was only 858, there has been at a school meeting heltl since that election, m a
f:!iogle school diistrict in the -count,y, over 2,01,0 votes cast.. Add ~0 per cent. to L~e
_estimated nopulation of northern Idaho at the election in November, 1884, and its
present population would appe_a r to be 20,793, which, added to tbe estimated population of Washiugton Territory at the present time, estimated on the basis of the Territorial census of 1883 and H:l85, would make the population of the proposed State
of Washington at this time 161:3,696.
~f _there is any standard as to the population required to entitle.a Territory to ~dm1 s10n as a State one would naturally expect it would be determrned by ascertaming what populatiou had Leen heretofore regarded bv Congress as req11i11ite for
admission. Tried by auy rule which has yet 1.,een snggested the population of Washington Territory is sufficient to entitle it to admission. 'fhe following States bad less
population at the last cen ns previous to their admission than Washington Territory
bad in 1 0, naruely:
I

States.

Population.

States.

Population.

I
- - - -- - -- - - - --·------1
- - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - Kentucky ...•........••.••..........
Teunc 1:1 e ......................... .
Ohio ............................... .

Ju,liaua, . ............•...............
lllinuh1 . .••........ . ...•.....•......
:\lichi!mn . ......................... .
, linnP nta ...................•...••.
,ti nnri. ..... . ............••....••.
Arkan a ....... . .................. .

73, 677
61,247
GO, 000
24,000
20, 000

31, 6:Jo
6,077
66, 557
3o, 388

,I

Mississippi and Alabama Uointly).
Florida ........................... .
Iowa .. .................... ....... .
Wi sconsin ....... .•.............. - .
Ore~on . ............••...•.. - -• -• · ·
'e,•aila . ....................... . - · ·
...Teliraska ........................ .
Colorado ................... .. - ... ·

40, o~o
51,470
43, 112
30, 9-15
13,294

6 858
28:841
39,864
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While Louisiana with a population of 7~,556, Vermo?t with 85,4_25, California_\Vith
92,507, di<l. not greatly exceed the population of Washmgtou Terrrtorr S?,~wu by the
censns of 1880, not or;e of the States, except ~aine and West Virgrnrn, b<?th of
v,,bich were formed out of other States, when admitted had as large a population as
Vlashingtoli Territory now bas.
.
.
.
At the census succeeding the admission of the several new States the followmg bad
less population tha.u Washington Territory has to.day:
States.
Vermont .........•... ........... -···
Tennessee .................. . .. . ... .
Louisiana .. : ......•.•... ............
Indiana ....................•.... , ...

i1l:b~!if~::: :: ::::::::: ::: :: ::::: :·.
Illinois ............................ .

Population.
154,446
105,602
15'1, 923
147,178
75,448
127,901
56,062

States.
Missouri. .......................... .
.Arkansas .....•.••••...•....•.....
Florida .••.••.•••......•...........
Minnesota ........•.......•........
Oregon .•..........................
Nevada .........•..................
Nebraska .....• ·................... .

Population.
140,455
97,574 .
87,445
172,023
52,465
42,491
122, 9~3

Maine was formed by a division ofMa.ssachusetts; West Virginia _by a divisi?~ of
Virginia; Vermont was a colony of New York, and Kentucky a portion of Vugn~rn;
Texas was an organized independent State before her admission into the Umon.
Tweuty of the new States were organi_zetl out of the territot'J; of th~ ~nited Sta~es.
Four of the twenty only bad by previous census a population snfficient to entitle
them to a Representative iu Congress under the ratio then established. These were,
Tennessee, Ohio, Missouri, and Louisiana. Eight States bad not the necessary population to entitle them to a Representative at the date of their admission, namely:
Illinois, Florida, California, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, and Oolorado.
The eclnc:J,tional systetn of the Territory, while comparatively inexpensive, is efficieut. Iu 1885, according to the report of the superintendent of public instrnctiou,
the number of children in the Territory between the ages of five and twenty-one was
37,256; number of pupils enrolled in the public schools, 26,497; number of schools,
744; number of school bnildings, 723; number of gra<led schools, 24; amount paid
for school purposes within the year, $287,029.3:~. With the increased prosperity of
the Territory and the large additions to its population within the last few years,
interest in tbe cause of education has been greatly stimula.ted. New, expensive,
and commodious school buildings have been erected in the principal towns, additional private educational institutious have been established, and there is to-day no
Territory or State of the Union better supplied, in proportion to its population, with
the means of securing to all its children of school age an ordinary English education
than Wasllington Territory.
I learn from the last annual report of Governor Squire, whi'ch is full of valuable
statistical inforrnation, that the number of private inst,itutions of learning in the
Territory, consisti.ng of colleges, seminaries, and academies, is 24, at which there are1,836 pupils in attendance, insi,rncted by 91 professors and teachers.
By the organic act there were reserved to the Territory, for school purposes, srctions 16 and 36 of the public lauds in eacll township. By the bill under consideration sections Hi and 36 in each township, all the swamp lands within the State, together with 5 per cent. of the net proceeds of the sales of public lands lying within
the State, will be granted to it for school purposes; and permission. is also given t!Je
State to use for the same object the 500,00.0 acres of land inuring to it; upon its admission ioto the Union, by the provision of section 2378 of tbe Revised Statutes. In
a.dd~tion to these valuable concessions there is granted to the new State seventy-fl ve
sections of land for the snpport of .an agricultural college. A minimum priee of $5
per acre is fixed for tbf'se lands, and the proceeds of the sales of all lands granted for
school J.?tuposes, together with the 5 per cent. of the net proceeds of the sales of
lauds w1thm the State, are constituted a permanent fund, the interest· only of which
can be expendt¥1 for the snpport of public schools. These provisions of the bill will
secnre to the State a magnificent permanent endowment of its common schools.
Even in the more recently setUed portions of eastern Washington the same thrift,
economy, and good order which characterize the older communities of the States
are observable. P eople who went so far and at such an expense to make for themselves homes. have taken the American idea of home with them as everywhere the
well-cultivated fields and comfo!'table farm-houses attest. At th~ start school.houses
are erected, and church edifices and buildings for institutions of hio-her education
~oon appear. The Territory, as a whole, po1,sesses a population that £<fr moral worth,
mtellectual attainments, and all the requisites of good citizenship is not excelled
anywhere .
. Mr. Presi~ent, there ~s another matter which I consider pertinent to this discussion, and of too much importance to be left entirely _unnoticed on this occasion. It
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is something new in our political history. It is full of hope for the women of this
country and of the world, .and fol] of promise for the future of republican institutions. I refer to the fact that in Washington Territory the right of suffrage has been
extended to women of proper age, and that the delegates to the constitutional convention to be held under the provisions of this bill, should it become a law, will,
under existing laws of the Territory, be elected by its citizens without distinction as
to sex, and the constitution to l,e submitted to the people will be passed upon in like
manner.
I do not intend to discuf;!s the question of woman suffrage upon tMs occasion, and l
refer to it mai11 ly for the purpose of directing attention to t,he advanced position
which the people of this Territory have taken upon this question. I do not believe
the proposition so often asserted that suffrage is a political privilege only, and not a
natural right. It is regulated by the constitution and laws of a State I grant, but it
needs no argument, it appears to me, to show that a constitution and laws adopted
aud_enacted by a fragment of the whole body of the people, but binding alike on all,
is a usurpation of the powers of government.
Government is but, organized society. Whatever its form, it has its origin in the
necessities of mankind and is indispensable for the maintenance of civilized society,
It is essential to ev1·ry government that it should represent the supreme power of the
state aud be capaule of snujecting the will of its individual citizens to its authority.
Such a government can only derive its just powers from the consent of the governed,
and can be established only under a fuudauiental law which is self-imposed. Every
citizen of suitable age and discretion who is to be subject to snch a government has,
in my judgment, a natural right to participate in its formation. 1t is a significant
fact that should Congress pass this lnll and authorize the people of Washington Territory to frame a State constitution and organize a State government, the fundamental law of the State will be made by all the citizens of the State to be subject to
it, and not by one half of them. And we shall witness the spectacle of a State government founded in accord,1nce with the principles of equality, and have a State at
last with a truly republican form of government.
The fathers of the Republic enunciated the doctrine "that all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that
among these are life, libert?, and the pursuit of happiness." It is strang~ t,h~t any
one in this enlightened age should be founµ to contend that this declaration 1s true
only of men, and that a man is endowed by his Creator with 'inalienable rights not
possessed by a woman. The lamented Lincoln immortalized the expression t~a~ ours
is a Government'' of the people, by the people, and for the people," and yet it 1s far
from that. There can be no government by the people where one-half of them are
allowed no voice in its organization aud control. I regard the struggle going on in
this country and elsewhere for the enfranchisement of women as but a continuation
o_f th_e great struggle for human liberty which has, from the earliest dawn ?f authentic history, convulsed nations, rent kingdoms, and drenched battle-fields with human
blood. I look upon the victories which have been achieved in the cause of woman's
enfrancbisemeut in Washington Territory and elsewhere as the crowningvictorie~ of all
which have been won in the long-continued, still-contin uing contest between ltberty
and oppression, and as destined to exert a greater influence upon the human race
than any achieved upon the battle-field in ancient or modern times.
There is another matter in this connection to which I did not intend to allude, lmt
which I think after it was mentioned yesterday by the Senator from Connectic~1t
[Mr. Platt] probably r quires some farther elaboration. I refer to the outra~es m
that Territory against t,he Chinese. Sir, if I believed that the people of Washrngton
Territory a a whole were respon sible for those outrages it would constitute an insuperable objection on my part to the admission of that Territory into the Union;
but I do not. I do uot stand here as an apologist for tbose transactions; I shall not
defend here or el ewhere lawlessnASS and violence; I do not approve of any attempt
by any community under any circumstances by unlawful means to redress real or
supposed grievances.
This i a government of laws, and if it is to accomplish the eud for which all governments are organized, and to protect its ci(,izeus in life, liberty, and property, the
laws mu t be obeyed aud enforced. The ontrnges against the Chinese in ,vyoming
and \V ·hington T rritories and elsewhere upon t-be Pacifie coast are inexcusable.
It i the undoubted right of the people of every State and Teuitory to assemble in
conv •ntion peaceably to petition the Governmeut for redress of supposed grievances,
to formulate their views in re olutioos or otherwise, and to endeavor to impress them
npon be ommunity hy proper mean ; but ,vheuever individuals or a combination
of iud1viclual nnclertake to set aside the law it is a grievous offense against good
gov rnm ut, ancl onght tor cdv sp edy and condign pu11ishrne1Jt .
. 811 there ar om· mitigating circum tancc, whicll ouglit to be stated iu connection with tbiR mattn in ju tice tu the p opl of that Territor.v. As i well known,
tb' p •opleof the Paeific co;, tar almost unanimous in favor of t1rn exclusion of Chi~
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nese from this country, and Congress has so far heeded their demand as to pass an act
intended to prohibit the immigr~tion ~f Chinese laborers int? this country for _a peyiod
of ten years. Washington 'I'er!1tor7 1s so unfortunately situated g~ograph1cally as
to be the theater of freqnent v10lat1ons of that law. For a long distance from the
northeast corner of the Territory to where the forty-ninth degree of north latitude
intersects the main channel between Vancouver's Island and thema.in-la.nd, the division line between British Columbia and ·washington Territory is marked byno natural
boundary, and for the residue of the boundary down the Canal de Haro and the
strait of Juan de Fuca the most insignificant vessel in the darkness of night in the
space of a few hours can cross from the British Columbian side to the American side.
With sufficient appropriations, and sufficiem custom-house force, it would be almost
impoAsible to prevent the infraction of that law on the Washington Territory border,
and with the appropriations which have been made, and the present custom-house
force, it is utterly impossible to enforce the law. During the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad, · considerable numbers of Chinese were brought into the
country as laborers in the construction of that road. As the road approached completion they were discharged and naturally found their way across the border into
Washington Territory. They congregated at the principal towns, as Seattle and
Tacoma, and greatly interfered with the occupations of ·white lahorers there. A few
indiscreet and, I believe, wicked individuals took advantage of the situation, and by
public speeches and otherwise, so excited the prejudice .against the Chinese that in
Seattle, Tacoma, New Castle, and perhaps some other places there were threats of
violenr.e against the Chinese, and in some cases actual violence used, which induced
many of the Chinese to migrate to Oregon and California.
The Territorial militia not being armed and equipped so as to be available, the
governor called for the intervention of Federal troops. They were sent to the scene
of action, but as was said by the Senator from Connecti~ut yesterday, the people
themselves took care of the matter, and when the Federal troops arrived on tl..ie
ground they found the disturbance suppressed and order restored. The people who
engaged in those proceedings were not the substantial people of the Territory; they
were not citizens of the United States; they were foreigners mainly, many of them
non-residents of the Territory. I hold in my hand a copy of The West Shore for
March, 1886, a periodical published a:t Portland, Oregon, which contains a very intelligent and impartial article on this question, in which the character of those disturbers of the public peace is stated and, which, as I am not feeling very well, I shall
pass up and have the Secretary read, as part of my remarks, w_hat I have marked.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The paper will be read.
The Secretary read as follows:
". The people of the Eastern States seem to think that violence and · personal fosecunty are features of life in what they are pleased to consider the 'rowdy ·west.'
They apparently forget that the citizens of the Pacific coast are their own brothers,
sons, and cousins, gifted by nature with equal abilities with themselves, inheriting
~he s1;1ime love of justice, peace, and law, and possessing the same desire to see Amer1Can mstitutions preserved and sustained. There is scarcely an individual in the
East who has not some friends or relatives here, and by multiplying these by several
hundred thousands he will have some idea of the character of our population. The
y_outh of the country, the descendants of the pioneers, have enjoyed excellent education~! advantages, and have become good and industrious citizens in as large a proportwn as has the same class in Eastern communities. It is not the. native but the
imported element that has defi. ed the law and been mmished. The riotous elements
of this region are the same that have within a few months bid defiance to the
authoritie~ ?f .Saint Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, East Saginaw, and numerous other
Eastern cities. They consist of those thriftless, hand-to-mouth, itinerant laborers,
who, ~ound b:Y" no ties of family or property-and one might add 'country'-roam
fro1!1 city to city and State to Estate, working a little here and a little there, never
~avmg a cent, and consequently always discontented and ready to lend a willrng ear to the voi~e of the demagogue 'agitator,' who easily persna.des thern that
they have not received ~heir just share of this world's goods. It is only oflate years
we have had ma~y of this class among us. Numbers of them were employed by railro~d c_ontractors m the_East and discharged here, while others have found their way
heie smce the e~a of railroads, led by their general desire to 'see the country,' or hy
the reports of high wages paid in·this region."
Mr. DOLPH. I said when the Federal troops reached the scene of the disturbance
t~~y fou~d that order had been restored. In the cities where they occurred the best
?itizens, mcluding the judges, lawyers, physicians, merchants, mechanics, and laborrng men, v~lunteered, organized, and a.rmed themselves for the purpose of putting
dow1;1 the disturbance and keeping the peace and preserving tlie good name of tho
Te~~itory, demonstrating, as is suggested by the Senator from Connecticut, their
ability to do that.
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Under such circumstances, is there any one-I do not believe there is-who would
seek. to punish the peopl~ of the whole Territory for_ the act of a few irresponsible
persons 7 If a Territory 1s to Le kept out of the Uu10u becauae such thiugs have
happened there will be no more new States. If this rule bad been applied to other
Territories there never would have been a new State admitted into the Union. As
was substantially said by the Senator from Connecticut yesterday, if States are to be
punished for like offenses and deprived of self-govern ment on that account, the
Union woulu be speedily dissolved and this Chamber deserted.
To show how these disturbances are regarded by the substantial people of the Territory, I submit as part of my remarks resolutions that were adopted at a meeting of
the King County bar, held at Seattle, Wash., Febrnary 27, 1886. I will state that
I have also an acc0tmt of the meeting, from which it appears that there were some
thirty members of the bar present, and these resolutions were adopted by a vote of 29
to 1, or, at least, with only one negati ve vote; and I j udf(J'e from the report of the
meeting that that negative vote was cast by a member o · the bar who had participated in some of the meetings which instigated the troubles, and that one object of
the meeting was to take into consideration whether he should not be stricken from
the bar, which account:::i for his vote. · The resolutions are as follows:
R esolutions acloptecl at a rneeting of the King County ba1·, held at Seattle, Wash., February
27, 1886.

Whereas a large number of evil-disposed persorni congregated in the city of Seattle
on th-3 morning of Sunday, February 7, 1886, and sought by unlawful means and violence to expel the Chinese from the city, thereby violating the Constitution, laws,
and treaties of the United States and the laws of the Territory; and
Whereas, from the number of rougbs and strangers in the city on the 7th and 8th
days of February, whom the oldest citizens had never seen in Seattle before, and
from other conclusive proofs, it is evident that said unlawful movement and conspiracy was organized and set on foot by non-residents of this city, aided by a few
resident professional agitators ana idlers, who for months past have spent all their
time in trying to embroil this comi:nunity and promote needless strife therein, and
who have succeeded by their inflammatory appeals, false logic, and malicious representations in misguiding and enlisting the sympathy of numerous persons who are
otherwise disposed to be peaceable, law-abiding, and industrious citizens; an<~
Whereas at the command of the sheriff of this county and the governor of this Territory the militia and Horne Guards turned out and protected the lives and rights of
the Uhinese and the lives and property of the citizens of this city; and
Whereas on the 8th clay .of February, while in the l)erformance of their duty 1;1nder
tbe direction of the sheriff, the Home Guards were attacked by the mob, and m repu lsi ug said attack several of the insurgents were wounded; and
Whereas the governor had on the 7th day of February issued his proclamation
warning all persons to desist from breach of the peace, and commanding peaceably
disposed persons tn retire to their homes, except such persons as were disposed to assist the sherift and the duly constituted civil anthorities in maintaining law and
order, and requesting the latter to enroll themselves under the sheriff for that pur1>ose; and
Whereas said proclamation was openly and violently disregarded hy a large number of persons unlawfully and defiantly assembled together, and a state of actual insurrection existed against the duly constituted authorities, prostrating the courts
and cu<langl-lring the safety of society and the lives of the people; and
\Y?.~reas it is tbe duty of all law-abiding citizens to obey the comma~ds of the
s_h<'1:ff wlwn cal_led upou by him, and the duty of all persons asse~nbled with unla~fol purpose to d1sper 'e and go to their homes when commanded so to do Ly tho sheriff
or the governor: Therefore,
Be it resolved by the bar of King County, That tho unlawful assemblage of the mob
in this city on said 7th and 8th clays of .F ebruary, tbe great majority of which mob,
as we believe, was made up of lawless and cli sreputa,ble characters from other places,
· was an unpa,ralleled outrage upon the city of Seattle and its law-abiding ~it~zen.s,
and ought to meet tho strongest condemnation of every honest, loyal man res1dmg m
it, and of every true American in the whole country.
Reaolve<l, That in our opinion the oxiO'encies of the occa ion fully justified the decl~r:i,tion of martial law,. and that the vigorous action of the authorities aud the loyal
c1t1z n of Seattle ments and receives our warmest approval, and we hereby ple<lge
tbem, one ancl all, our nnitecl and corcli:tl npport for all their acts in the premises.
~1-solred, _That the :fntnro pro. perity of this county depends upon respect for ancl
str1~t olwclrnuco to the law, and that every man who expects to Bhare Ill that pros,erit_y, honlcl do a~l in bis power to aid in the maintenance and enforcement of the
aw rn every c· pac1ty as a citizen. wheth r socially, in the jury-box, or when called
upon to quell actual disturbance of the peace.

l
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Resolved, That in a community like this, where th~re are n_o privileged cl3:sses and
very little fixed capital, and where all are workers m some mdustry or callmg, and
where the prosperity of one class is il).timately associated with the prosperity o~all,
there is no occasion for jealousy, animosity, or strife, and that those pestilent agit"a,tors who, abandoning every useful calling, have for months past, and at a time
when western Washington was to hum.an view about entering upon an era of-prosperity unprecedented in her history, devoted themselves to arraying one class
against anotlier by lies and incendiary appeals, are the worst enemies of society, and
are especially the enemies of our honest working-men, whom they are stdving to
dupe and trick into becoming law-breakers, and whose livelihood they already have ·
imperiled by frightening capital out of the country, and by breaking up industries
which have only been es.tablished after years of laborious exertion and sacrifice.
Resolved, That we call upon all the people of this county and this Territory to rebuke incendiary agitation, secret intrigue, aud sedition, and to render a steadfast and
loyal support to a GovernHJent that bas showered greater blessings upon mankind
than any other, and one whose liberal fo!'m can only be maintained and its blessings
perpetuated by the virtue, intellip;ence, vigilance, and active loyalty of its people.
J. R. LEWIS, Chairrnan.
CHARLES F. MUNDAY, Sccreta1·y.

(At this point the honorable Senator yielded the floor to enable the Senate to proceed to the consideration of executive business.)
[Thursday, April 1, 1886.]

Mr. DOLPH. Mr. President, when I yielded. the floor yesterday I had discussed the
area, population, and educationa.l system of the proposed State and to some extent
the character of its people. I now come to the fin.ancial ability of the Territorv to
maintain a State government. That is undoubted.
.
'fhe last aunual report of the Territorial auditor shows the Territory to be free from
debt, wit,h a balance in the TrPasury of $72,597.27 on the 1st day of July, 1885.
The Territory support,s an insane asylum, a Territorial penitentiary, and a Territorial universit.y, at an annual expenditure of al>out $70,000.
The assessed valuation of property within the Territory snbject to taxation from
1876 to 1884 was as follows:
V

tri:: : ::If:rr:r:::iiiiii:::!::::illiil:;Jl\:::-:l:-:::::!::: :::: l::: $f!iIiiIll
_I present an official statement from Hon. T. M_. Ree~, rr:erritorial auditor, showing
the amount of taxal>le property and amount of Tern tonal tax leYy, as returned _by
the several county ass_essors for the Territory of Wasbingt~n, for the year ending
F~hr~ary l, 188~. Th1~ statement. sllows an aggregate valuat10n of taxable property
w1thm the Territory of $f)l,008,484; a tax levy of $12,743.39 for penitentiary purposes and $127,486.05 for Territorial purposes.
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Statement showing arnount of taxable property and ·amount of Ter1·itorial tax levy as returned
by the several county assessors in the Territory of Washington fo1· the year ending Februa1·y 1, 1884 .
Amount of
Tax for · Amount
taxable
peniten• Territorial
property. ti.ary fund. tax levy.

Counties.

.A.dams .••• •..•. .. .•..• ••••.•••••.•.•.•.••••• •·· · •. ....••.• ••.••• .
.Asotin .....••••.••• . •••..•..•.........•.••.•••••.•• ·.•••..••..•.••.
Chehalis . .•. : ..••. ."......................................... .. ... .

Clallam ........•........................................ . ~ ...... .
Clarke ...•••............•....•...••••..•.......•.....•••••. .- ....•.
Columbia, .. ...... .... .......... ••• .••· .••..••••••.•.•..••..••.•••.
Cowlitz .......................................................... .
Dou~la,s'" ..................... ................................... .
Franklin ..•..•......•.....•..•...•• ·.................... .. ....... .

Garfield .... ...................... ............................... .
Island ......... .... .... .......•....•....... , •..................•..
Jefferson .••••••.••••..•... .••••..•. •••••.•....•..•..........••.....
King ..... : ........................ .............................. .

Kittitass .......... , ............................................. .

$175,444
40-1, 908
I, 014, 751
230,840
1,654, 3UO
2, 89+, 570
713,565
500,000
149,003
1, 103, 126
416,103
873,619
10,147,640
947, 740

Skagit ..............•.•...••..................... .•... •.........•.
Skamania .......... ..... .... .... . ... ............................ .
Suohomish ............••••.••••..•••••.••••••.••••••••••••••..••
Spoka.ne .....•.....................................••••......••••.

1,.073,002
1, 184, 766
1,514, 280
1,001,982
546 628
5!l3: 195
4,385,062
219,683
902,870
92,303
604,363
3,200, ]20

Slev-ens ............... .... . ... ........ .......................... .

242, 102

Th11rston ...••..........•..•.•....•..••......•.•••..••• •• .•••.••..
"\Vahkiak11m . . . ........•..•....••.•..•••...... . . ...... .•...•..••.
· Walla \Valla ........... ............ •. , •........••••••....•..••••.
"\V11atcom .... ... .......................................... . ..... .
Whitman ....................................................... .
Yakima ........................................... ·...•......•••..

3,149,236
320,660
5 356 795
'608: 827
3,473, 684
1,314, 3l8

Kitsap ...................... ·......•••••.•••...•••••.••......••••.

fLincoln
~~l!~~: .- .- :::.- .- ::::.- ::.- ::.-:::::.·::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: ::::·
.••••...•.......•..••••.•..•••.•••••.•.•.. .••.•. ••••••..•.
Mason ..... . ......••.•.....................•..........•...........

~fi::i.:
:: ::·. :: :::·.::::: ::: :::::: ::: :::: :: ::: ::::::: :: ::: ::: ::::::
San Jnan ......... , ..................•............ ... .............

Total............... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . • . 51,008,484

* Estimated.
[SEAL.]

$43. 55
101. 22
253. 68
55.07
413. 57
723. 64
178. 39
125, 00
37. 25
275. 53
104. 02
218. 40
2,530.91
236. !13
268. 25
296.19
378. 67
250. 50
136. 55
148.19
1,096. ]4
54. 92
225. 63
22.98
148.64
800. 03
57. 89
787. 31
80.16
1,339.19 ·
152. 20
868. 42
328. 57
12, 743. 39

$-138.49
1,012. '27
2,536. fS
550. 70
4,135. 7fi
7,236.42
1,783. 9[
1,250.00
3i2.50
2, 751,.31
1,040.26
2,184.04
25,369.10
2,369.35
2,682.50
2,961.91
3,785.70
2,504.05
1,366. 57
1,479.58
10,961.39
649. 20
2,257.03
229. 50
1,500.85
8,000.30
603. 70
7,873.09
801. 65
13,391. ts
1,5U.07
!<, 684. 2l

3, :!65. 70
127,486. 05

T. M. REED,
Territorial Auditor.

OFFTCE OF TEIUUTORIAL .AUDITOR,

Olympia, TVash., No_vember ::8, 1884.

By way of explanation it should be sl;ated that the Territorial legislature in 1883
passed a law taxing rai}roacl comp:10ies on their gross earnings only, in lieu of a. tax
upon their 11roperty. A few of the county assessors, in making the assessment for the
year ending Febrnary 1, 1884, acting under legal adv ice, disregardeJ. the law as uncoustitutioual, and assessed railroad property within their counties. The large major1 ty of them, however, I am informed, did not, and the value of railroad property in
tl.w Territory, with the exceptions mentioned, is not included in the above statement. The taxable value of railroad property within the T erritory at the same valuation placed upon other propert,y would be not lees than $7,500, 000. This would swell
the aggregate of as essable property in the Territory on the 1st of February, 1884, to
$58,508,484.
Real property in Wai,hington Territor~,, as a rule, is assessed from two.fifths to twothirds of its value. The actnal cash value of taxable property in the Territory at the
present time is prolH1uly uot less than $100,000,000.
~fhe rf 0~1rces of tile proposed State are varied and great, and when folly developed
will make it oaeof the most wealthy States in the Union. After the complete review
of the re ource.' of Wa.'hiugton Territory by tho Senator from Connecticut [Mr. Platt]
I lihall make a hasty summary of them only. The climate of western Washington ill
dclig~1tfnl; ~ool in um mer, mild in winter, and remarkably healthy. The isotbcrurnl lme which pass through northern Virginia runs uortherJy ancl westerly aero~
the <'On~inent, bein~ <~dlPcted rapi<.lly to the north after crossing tbe Rocky l\loun~ains,.
:IIJ<l. t.nkes tlie P.~c1fic Ocean about 200 miles north of the northern lloundary ltne of
;~ a,;h1!1gton T rntor~. Along thi line_ the mean average temperatnre is ahont 50°.,
1 !iP wrnt r are o rrnlcl, that as a rule rn we tern vVasb.ingtou a.ud in the valleys ot
t•a. t rn Wa. hington stock mu at large all winter without shelter, feeding upQU tbe
natural pasture.
-
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Snow seldom falls to any considerable• depth :west of the Casca_de Mountai~s, and
when it do~s fall is soon melted by the warm wmds _fi:om the Pa~1fic. The mildness
of the climate in winter is produced by the preva1lmg west wrnd, warmed by the
heat from the tropics which modify the climate as far inland as western Dakota,
and the Black St.rea~ or Kuro Siwo, which, starting off the coast of southeastern
_A sia, passes up the Asiatic coast, and strikes -the Pacific coast of North America at
about 50° north latitude.
East of the Cascades the formation of the country differs materially from that of
western Washington. Forests are fo1;md only in the mountains and fo~t-hills; the'
winters are coldel' and the summers drier than those of western Washmgton, but
the climate in both summer and winter, is greatly modified by the westerly winds,
tempered by the ocean cnrrent already mentioned, so that the winters are short and
the µights in summer cool, wit,h heavy dews.
.
.
.
This section is a portion of the -great basin of the Coln~ bia_ R1 ver, and cons~sts
mainly of high table-lands extending b~ck from the C_olumbia River to ~he foot-hills
of the Cascade Range, the Blue Moun tams, and the Bitter Root Moun tams. A large
portion of eastern Washington is susceptible of successful cultivatfon and yi_elds re. markable crops of wheat, which is the staple agricultur:al prod~ct: B.u t rn_ both
eastern and western Washington oats, barley, and the grams and frmts grown rn th_e
tempel'a.t,e zones generally are also successfully raised. The berry. of the wheat 1s
large, plump, and compares favorably with the wheat grown in the best wheatgrowing regions of the world. Portions of eastern Washington are, however, too
dry for successful cultivation without irrigation, but the soil is rich, and wherever
water can be got upon it the labor of the farmer is rewarded wit,h a bountiful har-.
vest. Much that at one time .was considered worthless has proved to be valuable
agricultural lands.
As suggested by the Senator from Connecticut, northern Idaho is a good agricultural country, and abounds in all the resources necessary to support a large population. ·
•
.
·
In recounting the natural advantages of Washington Territory, the system of water
transportati9n afforded by Puget Sound and the Columbia River and its tributaries
must not be overlooked. In fact, any description of the Ter:;:-itory which did not include some account of the magnificent body of water popularly called Puget Sound,
and which emb.races the straits of Juan de Fuca, Admiralty Inlet, Hood's Canal, and
Puget Sound, and numerous bays, harbors, and inlets, each with a distinctive name,
would be imperfect indeed. There is no other country upon the globe that possesses
an inland sea which for beauty .of scenery, for safety of navigation, for extent of
unobstructed navigable channels, for numerous com,:nodious harbors, and other
advantages will at all compare with Puget Sound. It extends about 100 miles inland
and 150 miles north and south, and has a surface area of 2,000 square miles and a.
shore-lipe in Washington Territory of 1,984 miles. It has been very justly called
'' the Mediterranean of the Pacific."
:F'rom the straits of Juan de Fuca, which, :flowing east and west, separate the island
of Vancouver from ·washington Territory, the sound extends south in two arms, lying
near together, some 70 to ~O miles into the heart of. the Territory. The larger of these
arms ends in a bay with narrow inlets indenting the shore, as has been 1:t-ptly said,
"like the fingers of an open hand." . North of the straits the waters of the sound
wash the western shore of Washington and encircle hundreds of islands, and the
coast is indented with innuuieral>le l.Jays and inlets. The shor~·s of Vancouver and of
the British main-laud bord.eriug on the sound are similarly indented, and everywhere
throughout the vast archipela.g·o the waters are deep, and in some places too deep to
afford anchorage. The slloi:es of the main-land and islands are eovered with forests
of pine, fir, and ced ar, 1;hose on the main-land being the finest in the United States
an<l probab~y the finest up~m the face of the globe. Along the shores are great saw~
ru!lls, at w~ich vast quaut1t,es of lumuerare maqufactured and shipped to the ports
.of the Pacific coast of North, Central, and South America, the Hawaiian and other
Pac:fic and Sour,h Sea islands, and to Australia.
Immense _de1_>0sits of iron ore are found within convenient distance of it,s navigable
.waters, w bile rn ruany places along the sound are found extensive beds of coal of an
e~cell~nt quality? a number of which are already protit1ibly worked, and the prod~cts
o_f which ~re sl.llpped to Oregon, California, and eastern Washington. Numerous
r1 vers, navigable for varying distances, discharge- into t.bis internal sea, which ex~end the ~agn~ficentsystem ?f water navigation of the sound farther into the interior
m many d!rect10ns? and furmsh cheap antl convenient transportation for the timber,
coal, ~nd. iron, while the bottoms along the banks of these rivers, enriched by the
contnbut1ous of tlle neighboring mountains for centuries, yield amazing returns in .
oats, hops, hay, and vegetaules for the lah"r of the agr1cuHurist.
Along its 8ho~es, "bt:autiful for situa~1on," convenient to its great and growing
commerce, are situated important cities and towrs, amoug the principal of which are
Port Townsend, Seattle, Tacoma, and Olympia. TL.e Olympic range faces the straits
S. Rep. 2-4c1
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of Juan de Fuca, near tlie coast, and affords charming mountain views; and the c811•
cade Range running up through the Teraitory into .British Columbia introduces into
the scene the grandeur of its lofty snow-peaks, among which are Mount Baker the
highest peak in the northern part of the range, Mount Saint Helens Mount Ad~ms
and Mount Rainier, or Mount Tacoma, as it is now called, 12,300 feet' above the levei
of the sea, "with its three white peaks mounting above the clouds."
The importance of the shipping interests of Washington Territory will appear
from the following statistics:
The ship.ping of the Puget Sound customs district already exceeds that of fourfifths of the customs districts of the United States. During the year ending June
30, 1885, 169 vessels were documented at the custom-house at Port Townsend, of
which number 80 were steam-vessels and 89 sail-vessels, the aggregate tonnage of
which was 47,657 tons. During the year ending June 30, 1885, 2,130 vessels, aggregating 930,374 tons, were entered and cleared at the custom-house, of which 178
were coastwise and 1,952 were foreign vessels.
The proposed early completion of the Cascade Branch of the Northern Pacific Railroad will open a direct line of transportation between eastern and western Washington, and provide a shorter, and it is to be hoped a less expensive, route to tidewater upon Puget Sound for the surplus agricultural products of eastern Washington and for supplying the lumber and coal of western Washi~gton to the people of
the eastern portion of the Territory, and will bind the two sections by a community
of interest and good-fellowship. The most fertile fancy can scarcely picture the great
future which awaits the Pacific Northwest. New experiments and a more thorough
investigation of the character of its soil and the extent of its resources every year
result in fresh discoveries. The extent of agricultural lands, the fertility of the soil,
and the variety of the resources of eastern vVashington are so much greater than
were supposed a few years ago that the eastern Washington Territory of to-day may
be said to be, as compared with that region as known ten years since, a newly-discovered country.
The advantages and resources of this favored section were thus summed up by
Governor Newell, of Washington Territory, in. his message to the legislative assembly in 1882.
I will pass the extract to the Secretary and ask him to read it.
The Secretary read as follows:
''Forty-five millions of acres of timber, coal, pasture, and mountain lands; mines
of precious metals; quarries of limestone, marble, granite, slate, sandstone, and
beds of mica; ocean front and inland salt seas; many lakes and rivers, affording
thousands of miles of navigable wat,e rs, all alive with an hundred varieties of fish,
Flome of them of great value; water powers; a climate of even temperature and
healthful; grand scenery of water and mountains; facilities for manufacturing the
staples from our own material-wood, iron, wool, and hides; maritime opportunities
unsurpassed for internal, coastwise, and foreign commerce, in a line to absorb the
trade of Alaska in fish, fur, cedar, and gold; to obtain the largest share from Asia in
coffee, teas, opium, porcelain, silks, and ivory. All of these are our resources and
advantages which will straightway place Washinfton Territory in the forefront along
with the most prosperous countries on the globe.'
Mr. DOLPH. The geographical position of the Territory is one of great commercial
importance. It is situated upon what, I believe, is destined to be the great line of
the world's commerce. Puget Sound, with its magnificent harbors, is already the
western terminus of the Northern Pacific Railroad, which has its eastern terminus
upon the navigable waters of Lake Superior, and is connected with the extensive
system of water transportation on the great lakes and the River Saint Lawrence,
and wit.h competing railroad lines to the Atlantic sea-board, and all along the line
across the continent is already connected with numerous branches and feeders extending into the fertile valleys and rich mineral regions of the richest and most productive portion of the continent west of the Mississippi River. The shorter distance,
as compared with other routes, between Puget Sound and the principal ports of China
and Japan, and the more favorable trade-winds prevailing upon the direct route
between those ports will, without doubt, and that, too, at no distant day, command
for the ports of Puget Sound their share of the rich and extensive commerce of China
and Japan.
In a speech delivered by me in the Senate on the 7th of March, 1884, I referred to
some statistics to show the present and rapidly-growing coastwise and foreign commerce of the Pacific coast. vVithout recapitulatrng what I then said, I will be pardoned for referring to it. Those statistics show that the value of the foreign comm rce of a single port upon the Pacific coast-the port of San Fraucisco-for the year
ending, pt mber 30, 1 :3, was nearly as much as the average foreign commerce of
the nit d tates for th decade ending September 30, 1830. I then said what I ask
the ecr tary t-0 read:
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The Secretarv read as follows :
·
'' The growth of foreign commerce upon the Pacific coast for many years ~o come ~ill
be much larger proport.ionately than th~ g!owt~ of the whole comme~ce of the Umted
States, and it is uot improbable that w1thm a smgle decade the foreign commerc_e of
the Pacific coast will be equal to· one-third of the present commerce ?f the Umt~d
States, and that a quarter of a century hence the commer~e of the P~c1fic coast will
equal in amount and value the entire commerce of the UnJted States m H:!73.
"The Pacific coast at present is at a disadvantage in marketing its wheat in Europe, as it is compelled to ship it around the Horn, but it is n~arer by the breadtJ:i. of
a continent to the markets of the old East than are the Atlantic ports ; and the time
is not far distant when it will find a market for its wheat and flour in Asia and the
islands of the Pacific. There is a l arge and constantly increasing ship~ent of flo?r
from the Pacific coast to China, · and well-informed persons assert that thlS trade will
steadily increase until China alone will furnish a market for a large portion of the
surplus wheat raised upon the coast.
.
"Various causes have conspired to direct the commerce of the ~acific coast with
China, Japan, and the Sandwich Islands to San Francisco. Chief among these causes
have been the transcontinental railroad line terminating at that port, the steamship
line between that place and the ports of China, and the monopoly of the sugar trade
with the Sandwich Islands by her merchants. Since the completion of the ~orther?Pacific Railroad, opening a channel of commerce across the continent from ship navigation upon the Columbia River and Puget Sound with the great commercial centers
of the East, Portland, Astoria, and the Puget Sound ports will become competitors
with San :Francisco for this trade. The numqer of sailing vessels engaged in this
trade will no doubt be largely increased, and the necessities of commerce will demand better facilit.ies for the future . The Northern Pacific Railroad Company will
be compelled by the necessities of its business to place or aid in placing a line of
steamships in"the Asiatic trade to connect with its road.
"The trade of San Francisco will not decrease, but the trade of Puget Sound .and
the Columbia River will largely increase. The advantages are decidedly in favor of
the latter ports in competing for this trade. The distance between Canton and Port
Townsend, the port of entry for the Puget Sound collection district, and between
Canton and the Columbia River, is several hundred miles less than the distance between Canton and San'Francisco. And the route from Canton to the Columbia and to
the straits of Juan de Puca is in the direction of the trade-wjnds. It bas been averred
that the Pacific coa,st is greatly interested in the proposed interoceatlic canal; and it
is true that any work which will shorten the distance and lessen the cost of transportation between the Pacific coast and the markets of Europe will be of great advantage to the co;i,st; \mt the Pacific coast jg far from being dependent upon such a
canal for its commerci a l prosperity .
.
· •
"The comm~rcfal outlook of the Pacific is westward. Every year its commercial
relations with Europe will grow comparatively less important, and its commercial
relations with its trans-Pacific neighbors will become greater. The continent ef Asia
and the islands of tbe :Pacific, with their millions of inhabitants, with their rich and
valuable commerce, are separated from us only by the open sea, over which steamships come and go with re-gularity and safety. It seems probable that everything
imported iuto the United Sta,tes from those countries consumed west of the Rocky
Mountains, and everything which will bear railroad trnnsportation across the continent, will be imported through the ports of the Pacific coast."
.
Mr. DOLPH. Mr. President, the prospect for the early opening of an interoceanic
canal, so far as I am able to judge, is not so bright as it then appeared. I think,
however, notwithstanding statements to the contrary, that the Panama Canal will
be completed. It is hardly possible to estimate the influence of the opening of this
canal npon every industry of t~e Pacific ?oast. Our wh~at, flour, and fish are now,
and for some tune to come will be, mamly marketed m Europe, and are shipped
around Cape Horn, _whHe our market for lumber, with inconsiderable exceptions, is
confine(l to the Pacific coast of North, Central, and South America, the Hawaiian and
other Pacific anJ South Sea Islands. 'The completion of the Panama Canal will so
short~n the distance and lessen the risk of the voyage from the Pacific coast of North
.t\-mer1~a to the co_ntinent of Eurol?e th:at a great reduction in the cost of transporta~10n will necessarily follow, resultmg m the opening of new and extensive markets
for our lu~ber. 'fo the extent that the cost of transportation is reduced, the value of
the fish, 011, furs, and _lum1;>er of Alaska, and of _the wheat, flour, fish, fruit, lumber,
hops, and wool of Cahforma, Oregon, ann. Washmgton, will be increased· the labor
of the prodnc~r will be b etter rewarded, ent~rprise stimulated, and the ~ountry developed. It will also place water transportation between the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts in competition with transportation by rail, a competition which can not be
prevented by pools, traffic agreements, or consolidations.
It _bas been stated, upon apparently good authority, that the wheat traffic of Califorma, Oregon, and Washington Territory with Europe gives employment to four
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hundred and forty sailing vessels going around Cape Horn. The averalTe vovage of
each ship is about four months, which the opening of the Panama Canal ;'ould~reduce
to one-half the time.
It is not now my purpose to discuss the merits of any route for a ship-cana1, or the
relative merits of a ship-canal and a ship-rai~way. The Nicaragua Canal, if constructed, would be in the neighborhood of 500 miles farther north than the Panama
Canal, and consequently would bring the Pacific coast of North America a thousand
miles nearer to the markets of Europe and the Atlantic coast, while the construction
and successful operation of the proposed 'l'ehuantepec Ship Railway, the proposed
location for which is still 800 miles north oft.he Nicaraguan route, would still further
shorten t.he voyage from ports of California, Oregon, and Washington Territory over
1,600 miles over the Nicara.guan route, and to that extent would probably still further
lessen the cost of transportation.
About one year ago I received by mail a printed argument against the construction
of the Nicaragua Canal by the Government, the ground of objection being that if
constructed and snccessfnlly operated it would dl3stroy the investment made to construct the Panama Canal, and in a great measure the investment of the United States
in transcontinental railroads, and likewise the large investments of our citizens in
these enterprises. It is a sufficient answer to the argument to say neither the Government nor the people of the United States are under obligations to protect investo1·s
in the Panama Canal, and that the aid granted by Congress to the transcontinental
railroads was not granted for the sake of the investment, but to open up new Jines of
transportation and develop the country, not for the benefit of the Government so
much as for the benefit of tho people at large, and that neither the Government nor
investors in those roads have any just claim to protection at the expense of the interests of the general public.
Compared with the rapid growth of some other Northwestern States and Territories, Wa1:1hington Territory and Oregon until quite recently have made rather sloyvprogress. In the early days of the settlement of that region t,he long, toilsome journey across t)ie continent requited to reach it from the Mississippi Valley was a great
obstacle to immigration, although thousands braved the hardships and perils of the
journey, became the pioneers of American civilization there, settlec1 the question of
the title to the country by actual occupation, and laid the foundation of its present
prosperity. California, when gold was discovered within her borders and fortunes
were bei.ng made in a day, drew largely from the population of the Territory of
Oregon, which embraced what afterward became Washington TerritOTy, and a constant drain has been going on for the last twenty-five years from the population of
Oregon and Washington Territory to I daho and Montana Territories. After the completion of tbe Union and Central Pacific Railroads California, with her mild climate,
rich mines, fertile soil, and diversified indnstries, separated from Oregon and Washington by a disagreeable sea voyage, proved an obstruction upon the principal line of
travel between the outside world and Oregon ancl Wa8hington, and largely absorbed
the immigration to the Pacific coast.
The growth of the Territory in wealth and population bas, however, been continuous and permanent. At present the North Pacific coast is feeling the impetus given
to it by connection with the railroad system ·of the East and increased immigration.
During the last three years, stimulated by the opening of new lines of transportation, including the co1Ypletion of the Northern Pacific Railroad to the Colnmbia
Riv r, the development of her great natural resources bas been greatly. accelerated.
But the increase of populatiou has been in a healthy way, and the stimulus of her
industries has not been unnatural. The cit.ies and t.owns have prospered, but not
to the djltrimeut, as is sometimes the case, of tbe agricultural and other producing
interests, for they too have correspondiugly advanced, and her mining and other
indrn:1tries have made satisfactory progress.
The increase of population and the general growth of the country give assurance
that the pro. perity is not spasmodic, but is destined to continue. The era of improvement has overtaken the country; railroad!:! are now being built and others projected
which will within a few :vears bring every productive region not now furnished with
faciliti es for transportation wi1hjn the ea yreach of market. The clay of uncertainty
as to the fntnre of this section-if there ever was such a day in its history-is past;
the country ha become known and bas been made so acces ible that it will hereafter ,
r ceiv a fair abare of the emigration from the older settled portions of the Union
and from Europe.
In the langna~o of anoth r:
"That :rortb w t, therefore, o far off till now, has become our next door neighbor,
and i a _n ar ro ew York as Mont.lay is to Friday; where were hel:lird, mainly, only
th da hrng of her riv r in th primeval stillues of her wilderness, are heard the
puffing f steamers and whi tl of locomotives, and clatter of mills and bustle of
trade, and the glad ounds of farm life and tl1e winsome music of children."
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A ver,v large majority of the peopJe of Wa~hington ~erritory desire th~ admission
of the Territorv as a State of the Umon. In fact, I believe I hazard nothmg by stating that they are practicall,v unanimous in favor of admission, and ~~ey have_done
all that could be done to signify that desir~ to Congress. _B?th poh~1cal part1~~ at
their Territorial conventions have resolved rn favor of adm1ss10n. Without wa1trng
for an enablino- act of Congress the territorial legislature at f,he session of 1877-'7!:I
made provisio~ for the holding ~fa Terr_itQr~al convention to ado:J?t a constitution.
The convention was held and a const1tut10n framed and subm1tted to the people,
and, although it contained a number of objection~ble provisions, it ~as adopted by
a two-thirds vote of all the votes polled. The legislature of the Territory at thesession of 1883 adopted an earnest memorial to Congress, praying for admission; and at
the la.st session adopted a similar memorial. The people of nor~hern ldah? a~e also
practically unanimous in their desire to have northern Idaho mcluded w1thm the
boundaries of the new State.
There were very few settlers in that portion of Washington Territory east of the
Cascade Mountains, now eastern Washington, Idaho, and western Montana, prio~ to
1861. In consequence of the discovery of gold in what is n?w no~t~ern ~dah? durmg
that year, in that and the succeeding year there was a considerabie 1rum1g!at10n from
western Washington, Oregotl, and California to that mining region. Durmg the latter year a movement was inaugurated for the organization of a. Territory out of that
portion of Washington Territory lying east of the Columbia River. The m_atte~ .received the favorable consideration of Congress, but instead of the Columbia River
being made the western boundary of Idaho, it is said through the influence of the
Delegate from Washington, t,he one hundred and seventeenth meridan of longitude
west from Greenwich was substitnted. Idaho was organized by an act of Congress
approved March 3, 1863. The boundaries fixed for the Territory included but a narrow strip of land west of the Bitter Root Mountain1:,1 susceptible of settlement and
GUltivation.
In the year 1864 the Territory of Montana was organized out of a part of Idaho,
with its western boundary the crest of the Bitter Root Mountains, leaving the northern portion of I<laho only about 40 miles in width. A considerable portion of that
consists of spurs of the Bitter Root Mo:mtains, not suitable for cultivation. The
division line between ·wasbington and Idaho was an unuatural one. North Idaho is
a part of the basin of the Columbia River and naturally belougs to Washington. Territory. The people of northern Idaho were dissatisfied with their sit,uation and first
sought relief by endeavoring to procure the formation of a new Territory to embrace
that portion of Washington Territory east oft]10 Columbia River and North Idaho.
Failing in this they sought annexation to the Territory of Washington, and this
effort has been persisted in by petitions and memorials to Congress.
The legislature of Washington Territory in the act authorizing the calling of a
convention to form a State constitution, hereinbefore referred to, invited delegates
from the northern counties of Idaho to participate in the convention, with a view of ·
including those counties within the new State. These counties chose delegates who
represented them in the convention. The constitution framed by the convention
included within the boundaries of the proposed State the three northern counties of
Idaho, and made provision for the submission of such constitution to bofh the people
Washington and North Idaho. As has been said, the people of Washington Territ~ry. adopted this constitution by more than two-thirds of all the votes polled,
while m North Idaho only 34 votes out of800 were polled against it. The n;i.emorial
adopted by the legislative assembly of Washington Territory, at its session of 1882,
to ~ongress, asking an enabling act to form a State and adopt a constitution, asked
to rnclude within the boundaries of the new State the northern counties of Idaho,
and the l?wer house of the Idaho legislature, at the session of 1882 and 1B83, adopted
a memorial asking that whenever Washington should be admitted the northern
couut~es of Idaho should become a part of the new State. The question of the annex~t1on of _North Idaho to Washington Territory when admitted as a State was
agam submitted to the people of North Idaho at the general ·e lection of 1880, and
1,216 Totes were polled for annexation and only 7 against it. The Territoriallegislatnre of Idaho again at the last session passed a memorial praying for the annexation
of North Idaho to Washington Territory. In a petition of a committee of citizens of
North Idaho, styling themselves" corresponding commfttee," the reasons for desiring
that North Idaho should be annexed to the State of Washington are stated with
great force and particularity as follows:
'' The reasons for desiring that :North Idaho be annexed to the State of Washington
are:
"First. The 1_1ni?n of North and South Idaho is, and al ways has been, disastrous
to a~l th~ mate~ial mterests,. o_f t~e people of the northern part of the Territory. If
the imagrnary hue now constitutmg the western boundary of North Idaho were abrogat~d, and this section restored to its original and natural position as a part of
Washmgton, the value of the property of her citizens would be increased by hun-
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dreds of thousands of dollars. Immigration now stops within Washington Territory
and crosses foto Idaho with reluctance. With agricultural resources unsurpassed,
except in extent, the development of these resources is retarded beyond a present
power of computation by reason of our isolated condition consequent upon a political
connection with a section .with which we are as practically separated as from any
State in the Union. To remain thus permanently severed from the basin of the Columbia, of which we are naturally a part, is and will always continue to be absolutely ruinous to our prosperity.
"Second. North and South Jdaho are separated by natural boundaries. Between
the two is a mountain range impassable, except on horseback or on foot over rugged
mountain trails in the summer and in the winter except on snow-shoes. There never
has been a wagon road and never can be a practicable one between the two. The
Salmon River Mountains, which constitute this barrier, are at least 60 miles in
width, extending east and west, across the entire 'l'erritory.
"Third. The only routes of travel between the two, by private or public conveyance, except as before st:tted, is by a wide detour westward through Washington
Territory and the State of Oregon, over the Blue Mountains, or still farther, by water
and rail to Portland and San Francisco, through Washington Territory and the
States of Oregon and California, via the Central Pacific road. Within the limits of
the Territory there is no communication between the two sections except by mounttain trail, as before stated.
"Fourth. Our remoteness from the seat of the Idaho Territorial government deprives us of all the protection which a government should afford to every section of
its domain. North Idaho, .with a comparatively small area, is the pre&ent home of a
large number of Indians. In it are the Nez Perce, Creur d'Alene, Pend d'Oreille, a
part of Kootenai, permanently, and the Spokane roam through the northern portion
thereof. There are no prospects of these tribes being removed to other localitifls.
We are subject, therefore, in the future, as we have been in the past, to sudden and
cruel savage outbreaks. When the Indian war under Chief Joseph broke upon our
people in 1877 we appealed to the governor, an energetic and faithful executive, for
aid, but his reply was, ' That he bad no arms that be could spare for so Ion~ a distance, and that aid could reach us from other sources sooner than from Boise, our
capital.' General Howard attempted to aid us by a command sent from South Idaho
through the nearest and most accessible route. This command, under a brave and
energetic officer, pushed forward with the utmost dispatch until it reached the southern base of the Salmon River Mountains, within 80 miles of our people. It sought to
make a wagon road and cro6s this barrier, but was obliged to turn back before the
difficulties of this mountain range. Although within 80 miles of the point where
men, women, and children were being massacred with savage cruelty this comm3ind
was obliged to leave our people to their fate and to come to our rescue, if at all, by
passing through Oregon and Washington, a distance of not less than 600 miles.
"Governor Ferry, of Washmgton Territory, came at once to our aid, and though beyond the jurisdiction of his Territory loaned us arms and munitions of war. Thus
this savage warfare was staid by aid from the Territory to which we ask to be annexed, and could naturally come from no other source. What occurred in 1877 may
occur at any time in the future. The government in South Idaho can only draw a
revenue from our taxable property, while it can afford us no protection from impending danger. The capital of the Territory was removed from Lewiston, in North
Idaho, to Boise, in South Idaho, in 1875. Since that time, a period of seventeen
years, no Territorial officer has ever been within the limits of the territory sought to
be annexed, anu none have had any actual practical knowledge of our condition.
This has not been the result of a want of energy or a lack of interest on the part of
these gentlemen in the welfare of our people. It is simply the result of the difficulties of intercourse between the two sections which nature has made nearly insurmouni,able.
"Fifth. 'fhe political union of these two sections of Idaho renders it necessary to
travel over the above-described routes from this northern section to the capital at a
great expen e and at a great distance by stage, and in the winter season at -::onsiderable danger to life and health, while the union of North Idaho with the State of
Washington would make access to the seat of government expeditious, easy, and conveni nt by rail or rivti~ navigation.
·
" ixth. Between North and South Idaho there is and can be no commercial intercourse.
eith r has prodnct1:1 which find a market in the other, and no routes of
transportation from itber ection to the market of the world passes through tbe
other .. '!'.he product of North Idaho have hitherto pa sed westward to the Pacific
and w11l 10 the futurti take th ame course unless a portion pass over the North Pacific road to Ea t rn m:ukets.
" v nth. o mat ria.l or political interest of South Idaho will be a,ffectecl by the
annexation of orb Idaho to Wa bington. All her resources could be harmonion ly
develop d. It i claimed by tho e opposed to annexation that the severance of North
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Idaho would leave the Territory subject to Mormon rule. This plea is fallacious and
- designed simply to prejudice the minds of those not acquainted.with ~he facts. Bear
Lake Countv in the extreme southeastern corner of the Territory, 1s the only one
where the M~rmon influence is dominant. In Oneida County, joining Bear Lake on
the ~est, the political power of the Mormo~ and anti-lformo~, :irnown ~there as tht,
Gentile influence, has always been and now 1s nearly equally d1v1ded, so nearly equal
that the county officers and representatives in the Territorial legislature harve been
about equally divided. Cassia County, joining Oneida on the west, has a considerable, but not a controlling, Mormon .vote. These three counties, located in the extreme southeastern portion of the Territory, contain the entire Mormon strength. In
the counties of Owyhee, Ada, Washington, Boise, Lemhi, Alturas, and Custer the
Mormons have no power whatever.
.
"At the last census, in 1880, Idaho Territory had a population of 32,713; of these
North Idaho had 6,V83 and South Idaho :l5, 730. At' that time the Mormon population
in Idaho did not exceed 7,000. Since then there has been no great increaise of Mormons within the Territory, but the discovery of gold in the Wood River country in
Alturas and Custer Counties· has brought into the Territory, according to the most
reliable estimates, not less than 20,000 people. Of this increase nearly all are antiMormon. In South Idaho, then, at this time, the relative population of what is
known as Mormon and Gentile is 7,000 of the former and 38,682 Gentile, or in the
· ratio less than 1 to 5 in favor of the anti-Mormon influence.
"Eighth. It has been claimed, as we are informed, that the annexation of North
Idaho to the State of Washington would make the latter unstately. An eminent
statesman of our country, speaking of the boundaries of the States forming our Union,
has said that the boundaries of the States should be such as God and nature have
established. · We presume that boundaries not conforming to this principle are not
desirable. The boundaries of Idaho, as to all north of the Salmon River Mountains,
are contrary to this principle and unnaturally sever us from Washington and 1¼,,nite
us to Idaho. The truth is that the present awkward shape of Idaho and the consequent unfortunate condition of our section is the result of political intrigue of
aspirants for office. Its present boundaries, as far as North Iilaho is concerned, were
established without the knowledge and against the wishes of the people directly
interested, and since their establishment our efforts to restore our section of the
Territory to its former place have been constantly adhered to. We believe that all
such political aspirations have been gratified, and that no citizen, either public or
private, will be injured by the desired change.
.
·"Were the present eastern boundary of Washington Territory at the crest of the
Bitter Root Mountains including North Idaho and southward to the crest of the
Salmon River Range as a southern boundary, the natural boundaries would be restored and the entire Columbia River basin would be included within the State of
Washington. This would leave the Territory of Idaho of a nearly rectangular shape,
with all sections easily accessible from its center and with an area of 55,000 square
miles, larger in extent than the State of Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, New York, Ohio, Pem1sylvania, South Carolina,
North Carolina, Virginia, or Wisconsin, while the State of Washington would have
an area of 90,000 square miles, smaller than the Territory of Arizona, Dakota, Montaua, New Mexico, Wyoming, or the State of California, Colorado, Nevada, Texas, or
Oregon.
"Adversely to annexation, no reference is made by the committee to the people of
North Idaho. Their condition is entirely ignored. It is this unfortunate disregard
of all our rights and claims that has reduced us to a condition of political vassalage,
We earnestly appeal to the honorable members of Congress to do us the justice to
carefully examine our grievances. .We feel it to be our duty to say that we are now,
and for ye~rs ha:ve been, most unjustly misrepresented in Congress. We can only
look for re.lief to members of other States and Territories. There is now a Territorial
debt, a part of which we are under obligations to pay, of about $60~000. This is not
payable until 1885 or most of it would have been paid at this time. We are ready to
as~nme ou:'-' proporti~n o_f this ~ebt, and if indeed our "ransom can only be bought
:"1th a pnce," we will, 1f reqmred, pay any proportion thereof that Congress may
impose 1;1p_on us. We mo~t resp~ctfully ask ~hat our wishes may not be ignored. We
were or1gmally a part of Washrngton Territory; we were unjustly severed from it
and we can only be restored to _political and commercial prosperity by being annexed
to and becoming a part of the State of Washington.
"H. W. HOWARD
"A. LELAND,
"J. RAND,
"M.A. K1<JLLY.

"J. M. HOWE,·
"I. N. MAXWELL,
"C. E. MONTEITH,
'' Corresponding Committee."
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I now present as part of my remarks also a memorial of the legislative assembly
of the Territory of Washington, adopted at the session of 1883:
" MEMORIAL,

"To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States in Congress assembled :
'' The people of the Territory of Washington, by their legislative assembly, respectfully, but urgently, protest against the further continuance by Congress of the socalled Territorial government, a new creation of Congress, unknown to tbe Constitution of the United States, the only warrant for such a polHical anomaly in our
institution being based upon a custom sanctioned so long that it bas grown to be
regarded as the necessary method whereby territory of the nation can be prepared
for future States of the Federal Union. Earnestly this people prav that Congress
will remove their political disabilities, and that they may enjoy the constitutional
~uaranty of a government republican in form where the government derives all of
its just powers from the consent of the goverued.
'' The settlers of this Territory have brought hither to establish a State the necessary
intelligence, loyalty, and patriotic motive. It is conceded that they possess the necessary qualifications, but still are they denied the :fi,.st and most essential element of
American citizenship. They dare not participate in t,he selection of the Chief Magistrate of the nation; they are denied the right to elect their own officers; they can
not sue a citizen of one of the States in the Federal courts because they are not recognized as citizens of a State; they are denied representation in the Congress of the
United States; they can not make their own laws; they are mere dependents upon
your honorable body, who claim to adopt rules for their government under an implied power-that you make rules and regulations as to the disposition of the territory and other property of the Government. In fact, every relation of such 11, government to the Congress of the United States exhibits a dependence as humiliating
as that so terribly denounced in that grandeBt of indictments, drafted by the immortal
Jefferson, arraigning the Crown of Great Britain for withholding popular rights from
our ancestors. Our people are a Commonwealth. We are a State, though denied such
name. As a State, as a people, as a community we are entitled to demand .t hat the
Congress of the United States guaranty to us a republican form of government. The
State, and people of a St,ate, are but equivalent forms of expression, and it ts not disrespectful when we urge as the paramount duty of Congress the guaranties to us of
a, republican form of government. In urgency of which we respectfully submit:
'' First. That the people are sufficient in numbers to successfully maintain a State•
government. The population of Washington Territory largely exceeds that of many
of t.he States when admitted. It is not less than 125,000, and well-informed and
observant persons place it as high as 150,000. The immigration now and for the past
year has been unexampled in the history of the growth of American States and Territories. It is also worthy of remark that transition from Territorial vassalage to
Statehood and sovereigb.ty has always been followed by renewed growth; and surely
the circumstances and present surroundings of this Territory assure that increased
prosperity, importance, and wealth. We beg to refer to the admission of other States.
California was admitted with a population of 92,597. Colorado, at the census preceding admission, numbered 39,864. Florida, at the census following admission, had a
population of H7,445, while at the previous census it numbered only 54,477. Kansas
came in with 107,206. Iowa, at the census before admission, had 43,112. Neb!~ka.,
at the census before admhsion, 28,847; in 1860, rn~,993. Nevada, before adm1ss1on,
6,857; subsequent, 42,491; aud in 1880 boasted a population of 62,666. Oregon was
admitted in 1859, and at the census of the subsequent year had a population of 52,455.
These statistics establish the fact that our population greatly outnumbers that of
numerous succe sfol applicants for Statehood. By all the precedents Congress is conc~uded upon this proposition: Washington Territory posses es the requisite populat10n.
·
'' Second. Our people are amply able to maintain a State government. This is demonstrated by a comparison of the valuation of taxable property in this Territory with
tho e of several States in the Federal Union:
•
Wa hington Territory, in 1883 ••••.•.••.••••••••••••••••.••.••••.••••• $44,107,567
Colorado, in 1 0 .••••••••••••••••• _... . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • 43, 072, 648
Florida ...................•.••....•...•..... __ .. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 29, 471, Z27
evada ..............................................•............••.• 29,564,675
Oregon ................. .. _. __ ... _.•....•.•.. _..•.. ____ . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . 46, 422, 817

"I_n the upport of an insane a ylum, a Territorial penitentiary, and a university the
T r~tory annuallr expAnds over 60,000. With tbA exception of the trifling contributi~n by the m~ed tat s for the expenses of trying United States causes, and the
salar1 s of 1h_r e Jndg , tho di trict attorney, and marshal, the people pay the. expen e of th 1r court.. The expense of legi lation are partially paid by the Umted
State ; the people elect the members, but their laws are subject to Congressional
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.-1.ppr11 val Thl' governor and secretary are paid by the United StatP.s, bnt how cor<l ia,ll_y would the people pay their salaries for the democratic privilege of electing
their own rulers. All these expenses are derived from taxation for Territorial pur-

poges in addition to our cPunty, school, road, and municipal taxes. The Territory,
devoid of sovereignty, owns no property and can not hold any from which income
can be derived, and thus it is the tax-payers are called upon to bear this burden to
maintain a government not of their own making.
"Third. Our great natural resources, our future wealth, demand such recognition,
an<l rhey are entitled to Congressional repr 3sentation to secure t:ie:r development.
With requisite population in oumbers, who have demonstrated their ability to maintain government, we pray that our disabilities may be removed and we be restored
to those rights which belong to American birthright and citizenship, the right to
select our own rulers, to make our own laws. We ask for nothing that is not your
duty to confer; We pray only to be allowed to consider ourselves citizens of the
United States of America, and, as in right, duty, and good conscience, we will ever
pray.
"Passed the council November 21, 18~3.
"SEWALL TRUAX,

'' President of Council.
"Passed the house Nove~ber 24, 1883.

"E. c. FERGUSON,
" Speaker of the House.

"Approved November 28, 1883.
"WM. A. NEWELL."
I present also a memorial of the legislature of Washington Territory, adopted at
the last session of the legislative assembly of that Territory, praying for admission
into the Union as a State:

"Mernorial praying fo1· ,the admission of the Territory of Washington to the Union of States.
"To the honorable Senate and House of Representatives in Congress aMsembled:
"Your memorialists, the legislative assembly of the Territory of Washington, respectfully r~present that Washington Territory has a population of 175,000, capable
and desirous of goveruing themselves; .that the wealth and natural resources of the
Territory are sufficient to maintain a grand and prosperous State: Therefore your
memorialists do respectfully urge your honorable body to admit the Territory of
Washington to the Union of States at the earliest possible date.
" Passed the house of representatives February 3, 1886.
"R. 0. DUNBAR,
'' Speaker of the House.
"Passed the council February 3, 1886.
"B. B. DAY,
"President of the Council.
"Approved, February 4, 1886.
"[SEAL.]
''WATSON C. SQUIRE,
"aovernor."
I also present the preamble and resolutions of the Walla Walla Board of Trade, in
favor of the annexation of that portion of Idaho known as the "Panhandle," to
Washington Territory:
"Whereas it is represented that the proposition to annex the Panhandle of Idaho
to Washington Territory is a political movement for the benefit of only one party;
and
" Whereas such representation is, in our opinion, without foundation in fact ; and
"WhereaG such- annexation is demanded by the voice of a large majority of the
people of Washington and Idaho Territories without regard to politics: Therefore,
"Be it i·esolved, That it is the opinion of the Walla Walla Board of Trade that the
ann~xation of such Panhandle of Idaho to Washington Territory is demanded by the
b?sme_ss. i_nterests of both Territories and by the natural geographical and commumty d1v1~10n of the Northwest, and such movement will result in the mutual benefit
of both said Territories; and
"!3e it further resolved, That the president and secretary transmit authenticated
copies of these resolutions (one to each) to Hon. J. N. Dolpha:nd Hon. J. H. Mitchell,
Sen3'.tors from Oregon, and Hon. Charles S. Voorhees, Delegate from Washington
Territory; Hon. John Hailey, Delegate from Idaho Territory, and the President of
the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives, with the request that Congress pass the bill for that purpose without delay.
"Passed the Walla Walla Board of Trade March 4, 1886.
''H. P. ISAACS, President.
"Attest:
"H. D. CHAPMAN, Secretary."
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I also present the memorial of the legislative assembly of the Territory of Idaho
passed at its last session, and which is as follows~
'
[Council joint melllorial No. 2.J

To the honorable the Senate and House of Repl'esentatives
of the United States of America in Congress assenibled:
Your memorialists, the council and ·h ouse of representatives of the legislative assembly of the Territory of Idaho, respectfully represent that all of that portion of said
Territory which comprises the counti es of Idaho, Nez Perces, Shoshone, and Kootenai,
and is included in the boundaries hereinafter set forth aud constituting what is known
as North Idaho, is situated in -relation t,o the southern and southeastern portion of
said Territory as to rendei: their political union impracticable, for the reason tha.~
nature has divided them by a high and rugged range of mountains, over which there
is no road except such as will admit of the passage of riding and pack animals, and
this only for about six months of the year. During the remaining six months the
snow is so deep as to cut off all communication between said sections except by telegraph or travel by a circuitous route through Washington Territory, across the Umatilla Indian Reservation, and through the State of Oregon, a distance of some 700
miles, this being the shortest route by which the people of the north can re11ch Boi~
City, the capital of the Territory, except it be on horseback or on snow-shoes.
Politically the two sections are united, but soeially, commer~ially, and geographically they never can be.
We, your memorialists, therefore respectfully pray that when the Territory of Wash
ington is admitted as a State into the Union all that portion of the Territory of Idaho
hereinafter more particularly described be attached to and made a part of said State
of Washington, to wit: Commencing at a point in the middle channel of Snake River,
at the northwest corner of Washington County, in Idaho Territory, thence easterly
along the northern boundary line of said Washington Conaty tow here said boundary
lin.e crosses the Salmon River range of mountains; thence easterly along the summit
of said Salmon River range of mountains to the eastern boundary line of said
Idaho County; thence northerly along the eastern boundary line of said Idaho County
to summit of the Bitter Root range of mountains ; thence fo a general northerly
course along the summit of the Bitter Root range of mountains to the thirty-·nin_th
meridian line west longitude from Washington, D . .C.; thence north along said meridian to the forty-ninth parallel of latitude; thence west along said parallel to the
western boundary line of Idaho Territory; and thence southerly along said western
boundary line to the place of beginning.
•
And-we would further ask that in the event of the disintegration of the part of
Idaho Territory mentioned, that the common debt be adjusted and provision made
for the support of such convicts as are now in the Territorial penitentiary, and for
the support of the persons adjudged insane in said counties of Idaho, Kootenai, Shoshone, and Nez Perces.
And your memorialists will ever pray, etc.
D. W. FOUCH, Speaker.
CHAS. A. WOOD,
P1·esident of the Council.

I hereby certify that the within council joint memorial No. 2 originated in the
council during the thirteenth session.
C. w. CUNNINGHAM,
Chief Clerk of the Cowncil.
Practically t.he bill now under consideration adopts the boundary recommencle~ ~y
this memorial. There is a slight variation, but the boundary described in the b11l 1s
the one agreed upon by the Delegates of the two Territories in the House, and it is the
same as is coutained in the bill for the ::i,unexation of northern Idaho to Washington
Territory, which has passed the House at the previous session and is now before the
Senate Committee on Territories.
I al o refer to the re olntions adopted by the Republican Territorial convention of
1 4, and read the following resolution in regard to the annexation of northern Idaho
to Wahington Territory;
"Resolved, That the wishes of the people of North Idaho in regard to annexation to
Wa hjngton Territory should be faithfully and justly represented. It is a question of
local _importance with the people of that section, and demands recognition and support m proportion to the unanimity of their expression of that subject."
. AlP , Ir ~d upon the same subject a resolution adopted by the Democratic Territonal convent10B of the same year, which is as follows:
. "Re1ol1J~d, TI.Jat we r ecoguize the full right, justness, importance, and final result
of the claim of our citizens of northern Idaho in their annexation views; and here
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1n open convention, backed by a_n honest Democracy, we pledge _to o~r norther~ neighbors a willingness and co-operat10n on our part _to accede to then- wishes ou this proposition in a mutuality of feeling that shall bmd us together fraternally now and
sow the seeds of eternal friendship when the separation may come; and we ask our
northern: friends to accept this pledge in the ~onesty of its intention. and wit~ ~he
full assurance that it is based upon the promise of a permanent resident. pohti~al
organization and not the imported vibrations of homeless, faithless, wandermg political mendicants."
Havino- received what purported to be the proceedings of a mass-inedting of people
of the C~ur d'Alene mining regioJ?-, protest_ing against the annexation of n?rthern
Idaho to Washington, I commumcated with the Delegate from Idaho Territory to
learn to what extent in his judgment the proceedings of that meet~ng represented
the people of the Territory, and in reply to my inquiry.I received a letter signed hy
the De:egate from Idaho and the Delegate from Washington Territory, which I will
ask to have read.
The Secretary read as follows:
" HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, UNITED STATES,
" Washington, D. C., February 24, 1886.
"DEAR Sm: Referring to our recent conversation touching the sentiment of_the
people of North Idaho on the proposition to annex that portion of Idaho to Washmging Territory, we have to say that in our judgment the great maJority earnestly
desire the enactment of such a law.
.
"The' suggestion, which comes from the Cceur d'Alene mining region, to annex that
portion of North Idaho which lies north of t,he forty-seventh parallel to Montana
voices the desire of a very inconsiderable portion of the community. This suggestion comes from a small portion of a mining· population which, as is well known, is
migratory and unsettled. It may embrace possibly from two hundred to five hundred people. From no other quarter has any intimation of such a desire reached us.
· '' 'I'herc can be no doubt as to the propriety of the annexation of that part of Idaho
Territory lying north of the Salmon River range of mountains to t,he Territory of
Washington. Every interest of the inhabitants thereof will be properly subserved
by sPch anneXfLtion.
"We have the honor to be, your obedient servants,
" C. S. VOORHEES.
"JOHN HAILEY.
"Hon. J. N. DOLPH,
"United States Senate."
Mr. DOLPH. I also submit a letter received from C. T. P. Bass, who signs himself
"Chairman Board of County Commissioners, Shoshone County" (the county in which
this meeting of miners was held), .and refers to the meeting, in which he says that
the proceedings of the meeting do uot reflect the sentiments of that county:
"MURRAY, IDAHO, March 11, 1886.
'' DEAR SIR: Difference of opinions having been given as to the preferences of our
people in the matter of d,ivision and annexation, I take the liberty to ask your attention to the following points, namely:
·
"The unanim ous expression of all classes of our people, prior to an agitation originating with a few old Montana politicians, has been favorable to annexation to
:'7"ashington. You, no doubt, remember that resolutions were passed b_y- both political ~onventions of t~e Territory. in 1884; also a memorial by the last legislature
favon_ng and requestmg segregat10n of the Panhandle and annexation of same to
Wa_shmgton. The only newspaper published in this, the Cceur d'Alene, mining
regwn hmi earnestly Aupported above plan until the passage of resolutions and address to Congress by a public meeting held a t this place a few weeks since .
." While the resolutions aud addre~s were adopted at a meeting called at the instance
of W. H. Clagett, former Delegate m Congress from Montana, assisted by Alexander
Mcyhew, forrr.er president of council of Montana, and others, ·and petitions,numerou~lr signed have been forwarded asking annexation to Montana, I assert as my
opimon that a large majority of not only this Shoshone County, but also of Kootenai
County, are sternly opposed to either annexation to Montana or to remaining in
Idaho, and are by a large majority favorable to affiliation with Washington .
"T_here is a territorial objection to annexation to Montana that I have not heard
m entioned by_ our local agit~tors or by the press. It is almost universally conceded
that Dakota 1s too large with an area of 149,000 l'lquare miles. Montana now has
14_6,000, but with this portion of Idaho her area would not be less than 160,000 squfA.te
miles. We would then be in danger of another separation and being attached to
some other local government.
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"I earnestly solicit your support of the Voorhees bill ( or the bill that has already
passed the Rous~) whenever 1t may come be!or? the Senate for passage, and I have
no d?ubt you will accommodate a good maJor1ty of tho residents of the segregated
Territory.
"I am, yours, very truly,
"C. T. P. BABS,
"Chairman Board of County Commissioners, Shoshone County.
"Hon. J. N. DOLPH,
'' United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
"P. S. --Petitions would have been forwarded representing above sentiment, but for
the opinion that they were not required and would not assist us. A lar"e number of
signatures could be secured.
"'

"BASS."
I will also read an extract from the Lewiston Teller, which is the leading newspaper in northern Idaho, and is published at Lewiston, the principal city in that section. I read from the issue of March 7, 1886:
'' The-re is a, class of restless spirits who are al ways active to do or say anything
when they think they can distract counsels and defeat the will of the people, and do
this stealthily and not be found out among the pP-ople where they reside and are well
k _n own. North Idaho is not without this class, and we presume that every community has a counterpart of this class; they are generally suspected, spotted, and found
out in due time. The day is too far gone for men to long play false to a principle and
not be known if they say anything that affects the public weal. The advocates of
annexation have always been open and bold and courted manly discussion of the pros
and cons of the question. Their candle has never been hid under a bushel, but has
shone out so all that would look could see what they claimed as their principles and
the reasons for their opinions. Their principles have been well discussed in the press
of North ldaho and some in South Idaho, and even in Washington Territory. It was
thoroughly discussed for days in the constitutional convention held in Walla Wa.lla
in 1878 by the delegates, and triumphed, although some of the ablest men in that
convention fought the measure manfully, as those who heard the discussions will
attest.
"It is not now a new question among the people of either Idaho or Washington, nor
political scheme for partisan purposes, as charged by Hill in the House of Represent~tives when the bill was up on the 23d of February. We in the north of Idaho petitioned Congress for the measure as far back as 1865, after Congress had cut off Montana from Idaho, finding the narrow Panhandle of North Idaho too narrow to form
proper and convenient county boundaries. We have in various ways, by petitions,
memorials, and votes, continued our importunities ever since, and the passage of
Hailey's bill, supported by Voorhees, in the House of Representatives on the 24th of
February, was the :first recognition of our rights and wishes by either branch of Con"ress more than to receive petitions and refer them to committees, and there.they
i:.ave slumbered bflcause of opposition in Congress which has overpowered the friends
and advocates of the measure."
I also submit an article from the same paper, in the issue of March 11, 1886, entitled
"Misstatements of the News." It is a very full review of the history of the whole
question of annexation of northern Idaho to Washington Territory, and is a very
complete, intelligent, and forcible statement of the matter. It is as follows:
"A Washington dispatch of March 3 intimates that the people of North Idaho are
everywhere desiring that the Senate should suspend action on the annexation question until Idaho can be beard from ano such action will be taken in the Senate; that
telegrams and letters are pouring in from the north desiring this delay. Of course,
if such be the fact, who writes these letters, and what they contain, and what reasons
are urged for this delay are not known to the people of the north except in_ a few ii:3stauces, and the authors of these dispatches and letters are not made pubhc here m
Idaho, and so far as we know they are manufactured, if they exist at all, for a specific occasion by a few enemies of annexation who are not known here, and up to the
present time have never dared t,o express publicly such views. It is very difficult on
any qnestion of general importance to the public to meet stealthy and irresponsible
charges. We have been disposed to consider that if these charges ha,e any authenticity that men would be sufficiently honorable to let their views be known by the
peop~e who are to be affected by their discussion or opposition to the principles advocated by tho e who are in favor of the bill to annex. And we did not suppose that
a. few irr pon ible persons writing under cover would be listened to and would have
w ight_ with a body like the United States Senate, so as to delay or defeat a ~easure wb1ch ha-8 be u so long before Congress with the vote of the almost unammous
peopl of all the counties of orth Idaho. lf there has been a chanO'e of sentiment
thi chang ha not been produced in any great number of the people ~f North Idaho
gen rally.
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"There has been no expression either by public petition or votes of the people to
indicate this adverse to the last expression given when the people voted for Hailey
and Singiser; both of whom were ~}edged unqualifiedly t<? annexation, save the recent action taken by a few Montamans under the leadership of ex-Delegate Clagett,
who had recently come over from Montana tq locate mines in the north part of Shoshone County and the remonstrance of two of the county commissioners of Idaho
County, with~ut any vote or action of the people o~ that county, which ":"as g?tten
U_P by the publisher of the Nez ~erce News, as he said, _b~s~d UI_>On some d1~sat~sfact10n which had been murmured m consequence of the d1 v1drng lme not takmg rn all
of Idaho County. We propose for the :first time to notice some of the misstatements
mentioned as a part of the history of this annexation question of Nor~h Ida_ho, as
published in the News. He' says the people have never expressed any mtent10n or
design to be annexed to Washington, except as a contingency that might be desirable in the event of the admission of Washington Territory as a State, but there are
not a baker's dozen of voters in North Idaho who ever desired to be switched off from
one Territory and added to another.
.
"Annexation to Washington Territory has never been contemplated or desired and
had it ever been presented to the people as an issue they would have promptly voted
it down. How aoy man claiming to be a journalist and acquainted with the history
of this question in northern Idaho can have the face and brazen effr?ntery to make
such assertions and publish them to the world to be read by himdreds rn North Idaho
who have acted and voted upon the question, we are unable to reconcile with his
purpose to tell the truth. In 1873, long before the question of statehood for Washington, a convention was called at Lewiston for the purpose of memorializing Congress for northern Idaho to be annexed to Washington. Representatives from all
the counties of North Idaho were in that convention, which was largely attended;
and the late Judge John Uark was chosen chairman. A committee of nine persons
were unanimously chosen by that body to draught a memorial to Congress to be presented asking for this annexation. Mr. Hailey was then in Congress, and the question
was presented and referred to the Committee on the Territories. Mr. Hailey being a
resident of South Idaho was opposed to it, and went before the committee and interposed bis objections. At the next election Hon. S. S. Fenn, from North Idaho, was
the DeIT'ocratic candidate for Delegate and Hon. Thomas Bennett, of South Idaho, was
the Republican candidate and was opposed to annexation, while Fenn ran and. was
anno'unced everywhere as an annexation man, and in the north received all the votes
but about one hundred on that issue. He was elected throughout the Territory
over Bennett, but the counting officers at Boise City gave Bennett the certificate of
election, which forced Fenn to con test the election before Congress, which contest
continued for many months after the time that Fenn should have had his seat. The
decision was :finally given and Fenn was declared duly elected.
"Meantime, while this contest was going forward, petitions were sent from every
precinct in North Idaho, except three, containing abont sixteen hundred names,
more than four fifths of the whole voting population of North Idaho at that time,
asking for the annexation of these northern counties to Washington, which petitions
were forwarded by Dr. M. A. Kelly, of this city, and placed in the hands of Delegate
Jacobs, of Washincrton Territory, and presented to Congress by him, as Delegate
Fenn, of Idaho, ha8 not then obtained his seat. These petitions were referred to a
committee in Congress, from which committee they never emerged. This was in the
spring of 1876. Dr. Kelly, of this city, and ex-Delegate .Jacobs, of Wash'ington Territory, are referred to, as also the sixteen hundred signers in North Idaho who signed the
petitions, and we presume that the files of the Committee on the Territories will contain
these petitions if they are not destroyed. The first time the State for Washington
was agitated in North Idaho, was after the legislature of Washington in the winter
of 1877-'78 passed the act authorizing the calling of a convention of delegates to
frame a constitution for Washington, and providing th·a t the northern countieB of
Idaho be permitted to choose a delegate who should have a seat in said convention,
and be permitted to take part in the discussions, but without the right of a vote.
The question was then agitated in North Idaho, shall the people elect such a delegate¥ It was adjudged that they do so and accept of the terms offered by WashinO'ton. Accordingly a delegate convention of the northern counties of Idaho was callgd
to be held_ at Lewiston; that convention was fully represented by delegates from all
the count10s and they chose a delegate to the convention in Washington, to be held
at Walla Walla in June, 1878.
"That convention met, framed a constitution and schedule, which was afterward
su~~itted to the people of both Washington and northern Idaho, and voted upon ·rece1vrng votes of the people of North Idaho. All but thirty-fo1ir were cast in North
Idaho in favor of said constitution. Since that time the people have acquiesced in
statehood in Washington, with northern Idaho included, with the expectation that
statehood would be the most expeditious way of securing annexation, but in no instance have the people of northern Idaho relinquished their desire to be annexed to
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Washington whether or not it became immediately admitted into the Union. Hence
the statement made by th13 N~ws alluded to has not always been, as it sayt1, the battle-cry of the north, annexation and statehood; but, on the other hand, bas been annexation with or without statehood. It is strange that if there is such opposition as
is claimed by the dispatch of March 3, that it is not formulated and expressed by
parties of North Idaho, whb are willing to let it be known by the people here, but
not a writer in all the papers of northern Idaho is willing to announce that opposition and have it 1mblished over his signature in these northern counties, sa\'e the few
Montanians who desire to slough off the mining districts of Shoshone County to go to
Montana, and the publisher of the Nez Perce News, and two of the county commissioners of Idaho County, and N. B. Willey, who has alwa,ys been an open opponent of
any and all annexation.
'' The members ()f Congress in the House who heard Hon. John Hailey'8 statements
of the facts in the history of this movement, as also the facts stated by Hon. C. S.
Voorhees, Delegate from Washington, have as near the trutp. in regard to the history
and progress of this question as could be stated, and while Hon. Mr. Hailey, being a.
resident of southern Idaho, acknowledged himself personally objecting to the north
going to WtlRhington, bnt admits the fact that the people all want annexation and
have so siguifie<l for yean; in different ways, and that both Democrats and Republicans of northern and southern Idaho have asked that this wish of the people be
granted, therefore Mr. Hailey himself demanded the passage of the bill. Surely the
Senate 'can not now, with this history before them, demand that the people shall be
at the e,xpense of having a rehearing at the polls simply at the dictation of a few
restless and grumbling spirits, who dare not make their objections known among the
people who are to be affected by annexation. It is said that whisky dealers in some
of the towns object to annexation to Washington because the late legislature of that
Territory bas passed a local option law. We can hardly believe that they are willing
to admit tl1at, and rnuch less to publish it over their own signatures as a reason. We
have heard some say they do not fear local option or high license ; that it will benefit
them."
If it shall be objected that the detaching of northern Idaho from the Territory will
leave the Territory too small for a State, such objection is easily answered. ~fter
detaching the portion of Idaho proposed to be included within the boundar~es of
the nP,w State, the area of which is estimated at 20,000 square miles, that Territory
would still contain 66,294 square miles, larger in extent than Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, New York, Ohio, Penn~ylvania, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Wisconsin. And when Idaho 1s admitted into the Union as a State, if its area is thought too small a portion of ~he
Territory of Montana, Arizona, or Utah, or of all of them, could be incorporated with
· the State boundaries, and would give the new State more convenient and natural
boundaries than the present boundaries of the Territory.
The senior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. Georgfl] yesterday said to me that he
would like to know how southern Idaho would be left after the northern part of the
Territory should be incorporated within the boundaries of the new State ; that is to
say, whether it would possess the territory and the resources necessary to for°:1 a
State. In answer to that question I will say that at the last census the population
of Idaho Territory waR only 32,000, but it is now estimated, and I think properly so,
at 75,000. Estimating the population of northern Idaho at 20,000 would leave sou~hern Idaho with a population at present, of 55,000 inhabitants. In answer to an rnquiry yesterday Mr. Hailey informed me that · about 3f> per cent. of southern Id~ho
is capable of being cultivated, and that about one-third of the present popul_a~1on
of the 'ferritory is engaged in agricultural pursuits, abo ut one-third in stock-ra1smg,
and about one-third in mining; and that according to his judgment southern Idaho
is capable of sustaining a population of from 500,000 to 1,000,000 inhabitants.
Mr. LOGAN. What would be the residne of Idaho 1
Mr. DOLPH. Sixty-six thousand two hundred and ninety-four square miles.
Mr. LOGAN. After this is taken out of it f
Mr. DOLPII. Yes, sir.
Mr .. GEORGE. Before the Senator passes from that point I should like to ask him a
que t1on.
_The PRESIDI G OFFICER (Mr. Gray in the chair). Does the Senator from Oregon
y1 ld to the Senator from Mississippi !
Mr. DOLPH. C rtainly.
Mr. GEOJ!GE. What kilHl of agriculture can be carried on there.
Mr: ~OLPIC. I am n~t familiar enough tb state. I under tood fro111 Mr. Hail~y
that 1t 1B tho ,_,s n, 1 agr1 ·nltura.l pursuits, wheat ancl other grains that a.re grown m
temperat rr•g1ous; ancl v<'get:Ll,le ..
h. ne,,n1,1:. lH irrigation ll 'C<'ssary to 8u~cessfnl ~tgriculturo t.hPrnf
1r. D >Lru. In Rorn~ portions of th T rritory it is; in other portions it i not.
Mr. 'E RGE. '\ hat are the facilities for irrigation there f
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Mr. DOLPH. The same as in all the other regions west of the Rocky Mountains.
Of course the best locations are first taken up, but there are facilities for irrigating
sufficiently desert land in connection with that -yvhich is susceptible of culti~ation
without irrigation, so that some 35 per cent .. of the area of southern Id~bo 1s susceptible of cultivation, which is a larger percentage than the average ofterntory west
of the Rocky Mountains until you come near the coast.
Mr. GEORGE. 'W hat is the character of the soil f
Mr. MITCHEL;L, of Oregon. Will my colleague allow me to make a statement f
Mr. DOLPH. Certainly.
. .
.
Mr. GEORGE. I desire to ask one more questrnn. What 1s the charncter of the
soil devoted to agriculture there, fertile or sterile f
Mr. DOLPH. My colleague has asked me to yield to him for a mo~ent. ~erhaps
he can give some information in regard to-it, and I am very glad to yield to hun.
Mr. MITCHELL of Oregon. I was about t _o make a suggestion to my colleague, with
the consent of the Senator from Mississippi, iu regard to the facilities for irrigation
in Idaho. It seems to me they are superior to almost any other section of the country in connection with the tw9 rivers, the Boise and the Snake.
Mr. EDMUNDS. The soil itself, being watered, is good f
Mr. MITCHELL, of Oregon. Magnificent. It produces wheat in abundance, magnificent crops of wheat, and clover and all kinds of grasses.
Mr. GEORGE. The senior Senator from Oregon, however, has not answered my
question as to the character of the soil, whether it is sterile or fertile.
Mr. DOLPH. It is very fertile wherever it can be cultivated without irrigation, and
wherever water can be got upon it; it is exceedingly rich. The Senator from Mississippi spoke to me yesterday just after the Senate had convened while I was eRgaged,
as he knows, and expected to speak upon thiR bill. I have not had time to look up
this matter as I should otherwise have done. However, before this discussion is ended
I shall be very glad to throw all the light on this branch uf the subject possible, if it
is so desired by the Senate. The Seuator from Connecticut suggests that the fact
that some eighteen or twenty thousand persons are already engaged in agriculture in
the 'Territory shows thc:,re must be good land there.
There is, in my judgment, another question demandin-g consideration in connection
with this bill, and it has referenct} to the compact made between the States represented by the Congress and the people of the original Oregon Territory in the organic
act of that Territory.
The question was forcibly stated in the printed suggestions of Hon. Thomas H.
Brents, t!ien Delegate in Congress from Washington Territory, to the Senate Committee on Territories, and made part of the report of that committee submitted to the
Senate at the Forty-eighth Congress to accompany the bill for the admission of
Washington Territory. I will not repeat what is there so well said, but will only
say in brief thh,t the proposition is that the provision made in the fifth article of
compact contained in the ordinance of 1787, for the government of territory northwest of the Ohio River, for the divison of the territory into States, and their admission into the Union, which was as follows: "Whenever any of the said States shall
have 60,000 free inhabitants therein, such States shall be admitted, by its Delegates,
~nto the Congress of the United States, on an equal footing with the original States
m all respects whatever, and shall be at liberty to form a permanent constitution and
State government," was adopted and made part of the organic act of Oregon Territory, and thus became a compact between the States and the people of the Territory.
, In the act of Congress of May 26, 1790, providing a Territorial government for the
territory south of the Ohio River, it was declared that the inhabitants of that territory should '' enjoy all the privileges set forth in the ordinance of the late Congress
for the government of the territory northwest of the Ohio."
The debates in Congress upon the admission of Tennessee into the Union show
that this cl::i,use was u_udersto~d to 1:_>e a compa~t with the people of that Territory;
that a Terntory of suitable dunens1ons, when 1t possessed 60,000 free inhabitants
shonl?, be ad1;11i~ted into the Union a·~ a State. The organic act of Oregon Territory
co~t:1rned a s1m1lar clause guarantyrng to the people of that Territory the rights,
pnv1le~es, and advantages granted and secured to the people of the Territory northwest of the Ohio by the ordinance of 1787. This was claimed by some of the ablest
statesmen in Congress, in the debate upon the bill for the admission of Oreo-on 1 to be
a co1;11pact. with ~he people of t~e Territory ~h~t when the Territory posses~ed 60,000
free mhab1tants 1tshould be entitled to adm1ss10n as a ·State. If this was true in the
case ?f Oregon, it needs no argu:'llent to show that it is equally so in the case of
W::i,sh~ngton .. I shall only state this question and leave_it. It is not so important at
this time ~s 1t ~voultl have been ~t an earlier day. Washington now has not only
60,~00 free rnhab1~an_ts but three times that number, a population large enough to
entitle her to _admission _under any ru~e that has ever been invoked as to popula.tion.
Of course, 1f the Territory was entitled under that compact to admission when' it
had a population of 60,000, it presents all the stronger case with three times that
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number. Here is a solemn agreement of this great Government made with its own
citizens. It included all who were within original Oregon at the date of the organization of the Territory, and all who should afterward become resident citizens of the
Territory. It stipulated for the admission of States of suitable -dimensions to be
carved out of the Territory when the population reached the number provided in the
ordinance of 1787. Will we keep the stipulation? During the discussion of that bill
in the House of Representative-, Hon. Alexander H. Stephem made a speech, from
which I quote. He said:
"I have this to say to the HouseJ and especially to those who have any doubt about
the population of Oregon, that, fol' myself, I hold that there can "6e no question but
that there is sn,fficient population there to require us, under existing laws and compacts, to admit that Territory as a State into the Union. There must be at least 60,000
people there, and my own opinion is that there are at least 100,000."
"In th@ bill organizing the Territory of Oregon, which was passed in 1848, I find
the following clause:
" 'SEC. 14. And be it further enacted, That the inhabitants of said Territory shall be
entitled to enjoy all and s:i.ngula,r the rights, privileges,. and advantages granted and
secured to the people of the 'l'erritory of the United States northwest of the river
Ohio, by the articles of compact contained in the ordinance for the government of
said Territory, on the 13th day of July, 1787, and shall be subject to all the conditions, and restrictions, and prohibitions in said articles of compact imposed upon the
people of said Territory.' (Statutes at Large, volume 9, page 329.)
"This, sir, was a guaranty given in 1848, after the settlement of the controversy
with England as to that Territory. Now I call the attention of the House to the
ninth article of the ordinance of 1787:
"'And whenever any of the said States shall have 60,000 free inhabitants therein,
such State shall be admitted, by its Delegates, into the Congress of the United
States, on an equal footing with the original States in all respects whatever; and
shall be at liberty to form a permanent constitution ·and State government: Provided, The constitution and government so to be formed shall be republican, and in
conformity to the principles contained in these articles ; and, so far as it can be consistent with the general interest of the confederacy, such admission shall be allowed
at an earlier period and when there may be a less number of free inhabitants in the
State than 60,000.'
'' If there were any question as to whether there were 90,000 people there; ifthere
were any question as to whether Oregon comes up to the ratio of representa~ion,
yet, sir, I hold that there is a solemn guaranty and a compact made with those people which we ought not to disregard."
.
If this view of the organic law of tbe Territory is correct, as I think it js, these
people who, in t,h~ face of great obstacles, hardships, and privations, have laid the
foundations of a rich and powerful commonwealth, do not come here as suppliants
for favors at the hands of Congress. On the cont:rary, they demand that which of
right is theirs, and to further deprive them of which will be a gross violation of a
solemn compaP,t-a compact under the provisions of which it has been held, and by
some of the ablest and greatest men this country has produced, ancl whose counsel
even now js worthy the consideration of those who seek to control and direct the destinies of the nation-it was held, I say, that a 'ferritory to the people of which the
guarantie8 of this compact bad been extended became entitled to admission as a State
ipso facto the moment its population amounted to 60,000.
The pt'ople of Washington Territory (as was so eloquently and truthfully said
when the admission of Oregon was under discussion in the House of Repre8entatives,
concerning the people of that Territory) "come like the wise men of the East, not
asking gifts, but bringing gifts. What do they bring f Why, sir, the trophies of
their own labor, the ~videuces of their own worth. They present before us the cities
and towns which they have founded. They present schools, churches, and workshop . They l>ring all, all the products of their l.11bor, and place them upon the altar
of the Union, a pled~e for the common welfar~ and the common defense."
uch a p ople can safely be intrusted with self-g11vernment. The junior Senator
from Iowa, during tho 1lebate upon the bill for the admission of Dakota, in an eloquent and forcil.,le manner portrayed the energy and enterprise oftbe pioneers who,
amid t danger antl hardships, penetrated the wilderness, carrying civilizatfon with
th m, an l with loyalty to the General Government and respect for law and order
laid the foundati rn; of ~reat and prosperoui:3 States. The encomiums of the Senator
upon th pion 'r of hiti State and other tat es were de erved l>y them and worthy of
him, and a I list n •d to bi well-chosen words and recalled th early history ofmy
ow:11 , tat _I foll~ ym~athized with the sentiment be expre ed an,l shar cl in the
v1dl'nt pn<l w1th wlu ·h he allu<I cl to th uu xarupl d growth of the Nortbwe t.
~11 tb_ut wa8 aid hy tb , uator oncerning the early settlers of Iowa can be apph cl "'!lh v n gr at 'r fore to the pion rs who, when from the Missi ·ippi River to
the Pacific c au wa an unbroken wilderne s, cro ed the continent, and in dflfiance
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pf savage foes and in the face o~ the claim of Great ~ritain planted_.civilization in
what afterw~1rd became the 'l'erntory of Oregon, and rncluded what 1s now Oregon,
Washington, and Idaho. Although for years their petitions to Cougress for protection and for a Territorial government were unheeded and they wern turned away
with the suggestion that the country was not worth saving, their love for the Stars
and Stripes never abated, their loyalty to the United States never wavered. With
heroic self-sacrifice they organized for defense against the hostile Indians and to hold
the country for the United States; organized a provisional government, with legislative, judicial, and executive powers; established law and order, so that when, by
the tardy action of Congress, a Territorial government was established for Oregon
Territory, the officers of the Territory found an organizetl community, governed by
laws self'-1mposed, by which order was maintained and individual rights protected.
That grand man, Doctor Wbitman, who left his.family exposed to the perils of a
far-off, isolated region and, with a heroic fortitude and patriotic devotion unsurpassed
in history 1 crossed the continent in mid-winter to give his testimony to the administration ai:; to the value and resources of that region and prevent,, as he supposed, the
ignominious surrender of the United States to the claim of Great Britain and to incite emigration to that country to hold it for the United States, and who afterward
lost his life; as believed by many, on account of his loyalty. to American interests, is
but a conspicuous exampJe of the heroism and patriotism which animated that whole
band of pioneers. And, whatever the true basis of our legal claim to that re 0 'ion
may have been, we are indebted more to the pioneers who settled, occupied, and ~eld
it as the property of the United States for the settlement of tbe controversy in our
· favor than to all our claims of. purchase and discovery combined.
Ihaveread with greatinterestthereportofthejunior Senator[Mr. Butler] from South
Carolina, made at ·the first session of the Forty-seventh Congress, to accompany the
bill to provide a Territorial government for Alaska. After citing the provisions of
the treaty of the cession of Alaska Territory, of March 30, 1867, to show that hy the
treaty '' the inhabitants of the ceded Territory, with the exception of the uncivilized
native tribes, were to be admitted to all the rights, advantages, and immunities of
citizens of the United States," and "to be maintained and protected in the enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion," the report continues:
'· These are solemn stipulations and guaranties of this Government made in the
treaty of cession, arid yet for fifteen years that we have had possession of this Territory the six thom,and or seven thousand Russian subjects, transferred by the treaty,
who have chosen to become Aruencan citizens, to say nothing of our own citizens,
have been almost wholly without 'maintenance' or 'protection' in the e_njoyment of
their liberty, property, or religion .
·
·
"There was at one lime a quasi-military g nvernment established in the Territory
~y quartering a few companies of regulars at several points on the coast, but this was
madequate and unsatisfactory and of brief duration. With this exception the Territory and its inhabitants have been practically at the mercy of outlaws, and have had
such_ protection only as their sense of self-pres~rvation afforded. This, we say, is not
creditable to the American people, nor a faithful observance of treaty stipulations.
It will not do, in reply to this proposition, to say that the number of inhabitants is
·too small, or the Territory too remote or unprofitabl.e or unproductive to justify the
exl?ense and trouble of giving them the protection oflaw.
'· We must assume that the treaty guarantying protection was made with a full
kno~ledge of all the facts in this regard, and having made the guaranty and the
Rus~1an Government having fulfilled its part of the treaty in good faith every considerat1~n of national honor behooves us to carry out ours in good faith, if but ten American c1~izens are to be beneficiaries. It is not a safe rule to measure the performance
of nat10nal guaranties in affording protection of law to citizenship by the number of
people to ~e ~hus protected, but rat,her by the rig~t of every single cit,izen, however
remote or ms1grnficant he may be, to that protection."
If the six or sev(;n thousa,nd Russian subjects who chose to remain iu Alaska and
become Ameri~an _citizens and the fow other American citizens had a stronger guaranty of a Terntonal government for Alaska than the people of Washington Territory have for the admission of the Territory into the Union, I confess I am not able
to appreciate the distinction between the two cases. The Territory havinopre0
sented this claim for admissio~, and having complied, upon its part, with the terms
of t~e co~pact, adopting the ~anguage of the Senator from South Carolina, every
cons1derat10n of honor-"nat10na-l honor"-" behooves" us to fulfill the compact .
upon our part.
·
Tbe p~oposed State is shown ~o poss~ss st,fficient territory to constitute a State; a
population greater than the ratio reqmrecl by the present apportionment for a Repre~ent_ativ:e in Congress; the :financial ability necessary to support a State government;
10st1tut10ns not repugnant to the Federal Constitution or laws of the United States
and in harmony with a republican form of government. The people oft-he Territory
are practically unanimous in favor of admission, and the natural resources of the pro-
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posed State, its geographical situation, its commercial advantages, promise, if itshall
be admitted as a State, to make it in the near future one of the most wealthy, powerful, and prosperous States in the Union. The eyes of 185,000 people residin,r within
the territorial limits of the proposed State are t_urned with great expectation toward
this Congress. They are waiting to see whether it will keep faith with them and redeem the promise made to them in tbti organization of Ore~on Territory; whether i
will recognize the marked development of the Terri tq,ry wi tnin the last few years and
the new relations of that region to the States of the Union, and grant to them the coveted boon, enjoyed by the citizens of the States, of participating in the election of a
President and Vice-Pr~sident of the United States, of electing members of Congress,
being represented in the United States Senate, choosing their own officers, and making
their own laws. Having served a probation of more than a quarter of a century as a
Territory they have grown restless under the restraints of minority, and. greatly desire emancipation. The people of all parties, with practical unanimity, demand at
our bands like treatment to that heretofore accorded to the people of all the Territories under similar circumstances.
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Mr. CULLOM,· from ~ the ~ommittee on Territories, submitted the following
·

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY:
[To accompany bill S. 12.]

The undersigned, dissenting from the report made by the majority of
the committee-, respectfully submit that any proposition looking to the
dismemberment of Idaho Territory is alleged to be contrary to the
wishes, views, and judgment of the Delegate from Idaho, also the governor, chief-justice, United States marshal, United States attorney, and
all other United States and Territorial officials. Of thirty-one news. papers in the Territory, twenty-seven are said to be opposed and four in
favor.
There are about 1,800 petitioners for dismemberment and about 8,000
against dismemberment, which are on file in the House Committee on
Territories. ·
_
The legislature of Idaho, at its last session, 1886-'87, memorialized
Congress against any dismemberment, which memorial is on file with
your honorable body. Most excellent reason should exist if -we set aside
the clearly expressed wish of the people and legislate on our own judgment in a matter affecting the very life of a great subdivision of our common country.
.
It should be clearly shown that the portion to be segregated has no
community of interest and never can have with lower Idaho; that insuperable c,bjections stand as barriers between the two sections ; that
the entire Territory is incapable of sustaining a population sufficient
for self-government, and therefore should be parceled out among her
neighbors; that the character of her -population is hopelessly bad, or
some equally valid .reason given, before this legislation is enacted. No
such reasons have been presented to the committee. In early·days,
when this agitation commenced, it seemed that a journey from North to
South Idaho was considerable of an undertaking, but the alleged barriers between northern and southern Idaho never did exist as insuperable geographical obstacles to the easy intercourse of the two sections,
and now they are practically removed by roads and contiguous settlemoo~
·
This bugbear, of which so much use is sought to be made, disappears before the advancement of the pioneers; and no honest and intelligent observer, who will acquaint himself wjth the facts, will risk
his reputation in urging it as a cause for separation. Two railroad surveys Lave been made through these mountains, neither of which finds
any serious obstacles to railroad construction.
The alternation of mountains and valle:vs between northern and
southern Idaho is .not uncommon to the m~ountainous regions of the
whole Territory.
Idah0t has, together with Montana, the Virginias, North Carolina,
and Tennessee, the only purely mountain boundary known to the Terri_tories or to the States of the Union. Washington and Oregon are divided by tb.e Cascade Mom;itains into ea!;ltern and western W asb.ingtou
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and Oregon. A large portion of California lies east of the Sierra Nevada range. Vermo~t, Pennsylvania, New York, Colorado, Arizona
and New Mexico, not' to mention other States and Territories, contai~
. vast ranges of mountain structures within themselves, and are not
bounded by them.
.
It is obvious, in the face of these facts that the trifling elevations between northern and southern Idaho constitute no solid ground for the
passage of this bill. The reason and the cause for this legislation do
not exist in the topography of the country, nor do they exist in tho
wishes of the people of Idaho.
The characteristic difference between North and South Idaho is that
of climate, sufficient rain falling in North Idaho to permit the raising
of all small grain and flax and fruit in great abundance and variety
without the artificial aid of water. It may be said also of the agricultural portions of North Idaho, particularly Nez Perces County, that the
mountains are not rocky, and their sides and tops yield a ready harvest.
The lands in a.JI the balance of the Territory require irrigation to
produce good and certain crops. There is no division of the Great
Basin so well watered as Idaho. The Snake River commences in the
extreme northeastern corner of the Territory, runs south, then west,
then north, about 1,000 miles, an the distance being within the Territory. This river will average a width of 900 feet and is very deep. The
Clearwater, Salmon, Weiser, Payette, Boise, ·Malad, Bruneau, and
Portneuf are all large streams, carrying at all times immense bodies of
water. They traverRe every section of the Territory and are fed by innumerable smaller streams.
No land~ produce better than sage-brush land when well water~d.
The elements of sandy plains and water when combined can not be excelled for agricultural purposes. Both these elements Idaho has in profusion. Comparatively little attention has been given to farming as
yet, because there has been no market for the products• and because
money could be made faster and easier in other pursuits.
The Snake River Valley, the three Camas Prairies-one in Bingham,
one in .Alturas, one in Idaho County-.and the rich valleys in every
county in the Territory are alone capable of supporting as large a population as there is in any of the New England States. The time is not
far distant when these lands will be needed and utilized. No one bas
ever seriously asserted that Idaho does not possess the elements which
go to form a great commonwealth. Such a statement could only be
made by those unacquainted with her resources or who have an object
in misrepresenting.
So far as your committee can learn, the only open and fair reason n?w
assigned is an eager desire on the part of some in North Idaho to enJoy
the blessings of statehood and self.govern ment, which they expect to
attain sooner in Washington Territory than in Idaho Territory. One
reason urged in the committee in favor of the majority report was that
thi legislation would stop the clamor of tbe few in the north who have
o per i tently urged annexation. Should we destroy an entire Territory to top the grumblings of a few, who will soon pass away in the
natural order of events 1
At the pre ent time the plain showing is that the sentiment of the
north i oppo ed to annexation, and we believe if no legi lation is
giv n b re to encourage the grumblers the wi b of all f9r d"i membermP-nt will oon die out. In ez Perces County the feeling for annexatio°: i almo t unanimou , and 1,300 citizens from that county petitioned
for lt, The feeling in the counties of Kootenai, Idaho, and Shoshone
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is adverse. Yet with a solid vote of 2,000 in favor.in Nez Perces they
would probably offset the majorities in each of th~ other three counties
against. This do~s not seem to be a fair proposition, besides, because
the bid of immediate statehood is held out to •those in the north if they
vote for delegates to the constitutional convention, as this bill provides
that if the north elect eleven delegates to the proposed constitutional
convention of Washington ferritory, then north Idaho is added to
Washington Territory. The people of thf' north therefore would be
voting substantially as to whether they wo~ld go to Washington State
or remain in Idaho Territory. This would have great weight, for we
all understand how anxious those in Territories are to become parts of
a State.
There is another proposition, also, which is the sequence of the one
under consideration. The last legislature of Nevada, 1886-'87, passed
the following act, to wit:
1

, The consent of the State of Nevada is hereby given to annexation to 'this State of
any part of the ter.r itory of the United States which Congress may deem proper, upon
such terms and conditions as Congress shall prescribe.

The act is indexed, " to add -the south part of Idaho Territory to
the State of Nevada." It is well and fully un·derstood both in Nevada
and Idaho that the annexation of North Idaho to Washington means
the annexation of South Idaho to Nevada, and the obliteration of
Idaho. The people of South Idaho are as much interested in the fate
of North Idaho as North Idaho itself.
· If the north section should be cut off, which polled 4,646 votes at last
election, and has not less than 7,000 voters now, which contains nearly
25,000 square miles, an area equal to that of New Hampshire, Vermont,.
Rhode Island, ~nd Delaware combined, and the finest agricultural land
in Idaho, and the most prosperous mining camp on the Pacific coast .
(the Creur d'Alene) and the assessable property of which is over
$5,000,000, South Idaho will be paralyzed. With about one-fourth of
her wealth and population ruthlessly taken aiway, she will readily fall •
into the pit dug for her by her ambitious neighbors~ From what your
committee learn and believe, the annexation of North Idaho means the
destruction of a subdivision on the Pacific coast. With the chance for
statehood so long deferred, the South will press her distribution among
her neighbors.
Idaho has grown steadily and rapidly, is in a splendid condition today, and will soon be ready for statehood, if let alone. The Territories
of Dakota, Montana, and Washington alone excel her.
We will submit some statistics, which were carefully collected and
taken from official records:
Total vote cast for Delegate to. Congress.
Years.
1880. • • • • •• • • •. •·••••.a •••••••.•• ; . . .
1882. .... .. ..••.• ...... .... .. . .•. . . . .

Votes cast.
7,223
11,020

Years.
1884 ..•••.•••••••• •••••• •••• .• . ••• ..
1886 •• ------ •••••. ------ ..•••• ----..

Votes cast.
12,288
15,358

~t the electio_n of 1886 t:1Iere were at least 2,000 Mormons who were
entitled ~o vote m the Territory, provided they took the test oath passed
by the thirteenth sess~on of the legislative assembly. This oath the Mormons refuse to take, although every loter must take this same oath if
challenged, before his ballot can be deposited in the ballot-box.
'
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Taxable property.
Years.

1880. . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • .
1881............................ ...
1882...............................
1883. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • .

Values.
$6, 408, 089. 14
8,066,365.75
9,339,071.05
13, 938, 412. :n

Years.
1884............. .. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
1885...... .•. • • . .••• ••.. ••• . . .•. •. .
1886. •. . . . . •• . . . ...• •• .••. .. ... • . .
1887...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

Values.
$15,497,598.34
16,230,530.84
17,725,122.00
20, 741, 192. oo

The assessed valuation must be understood as being exceedingly low;
in fact, only a fraction of the real value.
Again, the vast min1ng properties are not taxable; neither is there
any bullion tax on their products. Growing crops are also exempt, and
as the assessments are made early in the spring, but little grain, fruit,
hay, or other products of the farmers are ever on the assessment rolls.
The loss of stock during the last winter in the whole Territory did
not exceed 2¼ per cent.
There are no contagions diseases among cattle or horses, nor has the
legislature e-ver enacted any quarantine laws.
Articles.

Quantity.

Articles.

Grain raised this year ....... bushels ..
Hay raised this year .......•.... tons ..
Horses reported ............•........ ,

2,374,325
342,914
132,922

Cattle ..•...........•.•..•...•..•....
Sbeep reported .............•..•.••••.
Hogs reported ...........•.. .•.......

Quantity.
442,363
312,248
60,411

There are 55,000,000 acres of land in the Territory, only 10,350,554
acres of .which have been surveyed, a less amount than in any oth~r
State or Territory, but of this amount 5,731,997 acres have been dis~
posed of; a larger perce·ntage than any other State or Territory shows,
excepting Washington Territory. But 5,552,909 acres of land have
been disposed of in Utah, and it has been shown to our committee that
Utah has a population of ~00,000 people. Utah and Idaho are alike in
this, that their land is taken up as a general thing for agricultural
purposes, and not, as is often the case in Nevada, Wyoming, and Mon•
tana, for the grazing of large herds. Nevada bas had 32,793,702 acres
surveyed; New Mexico, 46,580,458 acres; and Wyo ming, 47,093,498
acres.
There are hundreds and hundreds of ranchers living upon unsurveyed
lands in Idaho who can not acquire titles to their ·farms, and who are
besieging the Department daily for additional surveys.
There were taken up during the year ending August 31, 1887, in the
various United States land offices of the Territory, under entries and
filings, about 250,000 acres of public land, and there are. at least 23,244
square miles, or 14,876,731 acres, of surveyed and unsurveyed land in
the Territory sus;ceptible of cultivation.
These figures are given by t,he registers and receivers of the five United
States land offices in the Territory and the General Land Office.
Within the last few years the following railroads have been completed
in the Territory:
Miles.

Oregon hortLine Railroad ..•••...••••...•••...•...•••••......••.••....... 4 1.4
Utah orthern Railroad .••••..............•••....••....•....•••••...•...... 206. 49
Idaho Central Railroad ................ _.........•••...•........••• _.. . . . • • . 19. 5
3
Oregon Railway and avigation Company . .................................

~:~~Ir~l:i~~~~~ : : : : :~: : :: : : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: M: ~

T ta.I mil s ofrailroada jn Idaho at this date .•••••.....•••••••••••••.• 893. 63
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Comparative statement of gold and silver bars manufactured at the U:nited -States assay
office, Boise City, Idaho, during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887; also fo1· the
months of July and Aug·ust of 1886 and 1887.

i= : :: ::'.: : ::: : : :: :::: ::: :::: ::: : : : : ::::!::::::: '!ii:~!:~
i887 .•••••••••••.•••••.•• __ •••• __ ••••••.••••••••••••••••• _• _•• _... • • • • 446, 641. 66
July, 1886 ..••••.•••••.•••••••••• • •••••• ~----- ·------ •••••••••• ____ ••••
82,642.86
August, 1886 ... __ ••••••••••••• ____ •••• •• . • • •• • • • • • .• ••••••• •• • •• • • • •• •
31, 311, 46
July, 1887 ..••••••• •••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••••.••• __________ •••• •••• 154,635.04
August, 1887 .•••••..•••••••• ______ .••••• , •• _•••••••••• :... •••••• •••• •••• 103,394.48

Production of gold, 8ilver, and lead.
1885 .••••••••• ·----- •••• ----·· ····-· ---·-· --- .•• ·----· ------ ----·· ---1886 ·----- ------ ------ ..... ---· ---· -··· ---- •••• ,./•••• ---- ·--- •••• --····
1887 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •••••••••••• - •• - - •••• - • - •• - - -- -

5,486,000
5,755,602
9,245,589

Estimate of H. F. Wild, aseayer UnUed States assay office, Boise City, Idaho, of the production of gold, silver, and . lead in the Territory of Idaho during the year ending September 30, 1887.
·
Value of Coin value Va1ueoflead Total values.
gold.
of silver.
at $4.50.

Counties.
Ada..........................................
Alturas................... ...................

~!!tt~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
Custer··································-···
Idaho................. . ......................
Lemhi . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nez Perces. .... ... . ... ....... ...............

~i::!t:~·:::::::::: :::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::

Washington .....••.••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • •

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

' $2,108
393,715
71,152
500,000
5,954
140,000
300,000
585,000
14,500
75,000
300,000
30,000

$28
2,126,000
90
150,000
42
1,500,000
6,000
375,000

·······-······
75,000
400,000
1,000

--

$900,000

$2,13
3,419, 71

······--··-···
...................
225,000
· 620,000

.;.

................
450,000

.....................

6

~g: ~

1,865, 00
306,.00
I, 580, 000
14,500
1,

i~g:
ggo
31, 000

1-----1-----1-----1--·---9, 245, 589
2,417,429
4,633, 160_
2,195,000

The great natural resources of Ida)lo are to-d.a y practically undeveloped. The immense mineral belt of the Territory is hardly pros.
pected, and mining enterprises are yet in their infancy. Thousands_of
good and valuable quartz mines of gold, silver, copper, and lead are yet
unoccupied and unlocated~ There are splendid water-powers, suitable .
for mills of all kinds. The yield of the mines increases steadily and
seems to be inexhaustible.
Schools. ·
Total number of sch~ol districts .•••••...•••..••••••••••••••••••••• __ ••
313
Totl:\l number of school-houses ...•...••.••.. ···-·· .••. ---·............
216
Total number of schools···--·····-····--· _____ _. ______ .:..............
322
Total number of scholars enrolled . . .• _...•.•.... __ .•.••.. ___ •.•••••. _.
10, 607
Total number of school libraries.......................................
10
Total number of volumes in libraries ..••.•••••. :. _••.• _. _. _•••••••• __ _
1,221
Total number of children of school age • -·~••• _... . . • • . . . . • . • • • •• • • • • . .
18, 506
Amounts received as per reports of 1886 .••••••.•••••.••••••...••....•. $147,253. 45
Am?unts expended as p~r reports of 1886 .•••••.•••••••..•...•••.... -~·. $135, 313. 21
Estimated number of children on school census roll who will be over tne
a~e of twenty-on~ years in November, 1888 .•••.•.•..••.•. _.. • • . • • • • •
2, 000
Estimated number of children under the age of five years in this Territory ........•••....•...•.••.••.......•...·. . • • • • . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . __ . . . .
6, 500
Est!mated expenditures for school purposes for year ( 887 .•••••••••••••• $170,000.00
Estimated receipts for same period..•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•• ···•••··· $165,000.00
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Increase in 'school population
No. of

Year.

1880
1881
1882
1883

children.

.•••••••••••.••••. ···•··•••••• .••.••
...••• ·•·•·•••·•·••····•···•·· ..•••.
·••···•· ..•..•..•..•...•••.•••••..•.
..••.•.•.••..•••....•• . . ·•··•• .•••••

6,698
8,193
9,650
10,936

Year.

No. of
children.

1884 .••••••••.•••••• ·••••••••••••••••••·
1885 ...••..•••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••
1886 ••••••.•••.....••...••••.••• ·••••••·
1887 (reports not all in) .....•...•••.••.

13,140
15,399
17,372
18,506

An· inspection will show that the school population has nearly doubled
in the la6lt five years, and we are satisfied th.at, were complete returns
made this year, they would show that there is a school population of
not lAss than 20,000. And there are in course of erection seven public
school buildings which will cost $70,000. There are also a number of
independent school districts, which own property estimated to be worth
at least $100,000, and which accommodate more than 1,000 school chil•
dren. There are a number of sectarian schools which have property of
their own. A low estimate upon the amount of school property in the
Territory is $450,000.
The population of the Territory, as estimated by the governor in his
fa.st annual report to the Secretary of the Interior, is 97,250, and ·the
Delegate from Idaho, who is thoroughly conversant with all parts of' the
~rritory, places the population at not less than 100,000. The financial
prospects of the Territory as shown by the comptroller are exceedingly
flattering.
There is a Territorial library containing about six thousand volumes.
Idaho has a fine capitol building of magnificent proportions, elegantly
furnished, and heated by the latest steam.heating apparatus; supplied
with pure spring.water in every room, and provided with several excellent vaults for the safe.keeping of the public records.
The Territory has got)e to a large expense in building and equipping
this structure (unaided by the Geueral Government), and has provided
elegant and commodious offices not only for the Territorial officials but
ah,o for the governor, sectetary, United States attorney, United States
marshal, clerk of the supreme court, library rooms, andjudges'chambers.
The Territory has erected a large three-story building for an insane
asylum at the town of Blackfoot, Bingham Oounty. These two buildings cost the Territory of Idaho $100,000 ($80,000 for the capitol and
$20,000 for the asylum), for which interest-bearing bonds were issued,
the capitol bonds due in 1905 and the asylum bonds from 1882 to 1895.
Tbe legislature of tbe Territory voted these appropriations. There was
some opposition, but none from the members from the northern counties.
They accepted for their section their due proportion of the indebtedness.
The bill under consideration makes no provision for an aujustment of
thi~ debt. Had it not been for the votes of the portion of territory
segregated by this bill, the debt would not have been incurred.
There was some excuse for legislation by Congress on this question
at the la t session, when the Delegate from Idaho urged it, but there
can be none at present.
. Th_at Mr. Hailey, the Delegate then, did not represent his constituents
1 evidenced from a letter from him read before our committee, and
datedSrR1 G CREEK RANCH, ALTURAS Cou TY, IDAHO,

·
January 16, 1888.
. I wa elected to the Forty-ninth Coogr'3 ss on a platform that indorsed the annexation ?ft~ .f?ur northern counties of Idaho to Washington. While I did not approve
of this d1v1S1on, I felt that it was my duty to try and carry out the provisions of the
platform.
.
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On my return home, I found that in so doing I bad incurred the displeasu:re of a
great many friends. In fact, I am fully satisfied now that nine-tenths or more of the
resident citizens·of Idaho are opposed to any division of Idaho whatever. They desire to IJe left as they are. We are in a prosperous condition and will soon have all
the requisites -for statehood.
Yours, truly,
,JOHN HAILEY.

In view of the foregoing reasons, and many others which might be
suggested, your committee is of the opinion that neither the interests
of the people of Idaho nor a sound public policy require the obliteration
or dismemberment of that Territory.

s.

M. CULLOM,

F. MANDERSON,
On behalf of minority of the Committee on Territories.
S. Rep. 585-4
.

CHAS.

e

•

50TH CONGRESS,

1st Session.

SENATE.

I
f

585,
Part 2. _

REP.
{

IN THE SEN.ATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

MARCH

21, 1888.-0rdered to be printed.

I

• MR. CULLOM, from the Committee on Territories, submitted the fol.
~w~g
.

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY:
[To accompany bill S. 12.]

The undersigned, dissenting from the report made by the majority
- of the committee, respectfully submit that any proposition looking to
the dismemberment of Idaho Territory is alleged to be contrary to the
wishes, views, and judgment of the Delegate from Idaho, also the governor, chief-justice, United States marshal, United States attorney, and
all other United State·s and Terr.itorial officials. Of thirty-one newspapers in the Territory, twenty-seven are said to be opposed and four in
favor.
·
There are about 1,800 petitioners for dismemberment and about 8,000
against dismemberment, which are on.file in the House Committee on
Territories.
The legislature of Idaho, at its last session, 1886-'87, memorialized
Congress against any dismemberment, which memorial is •On file with
your honorable body. Most excellent reason should exist if we set
aside the clearly expressed wish of the people and legislate on our own
judgment in a matter affecting the very life of a great subdivision of
our common country.
.
It should be clearly shown that the portion to be segregated has no
community of interest and never can have with lower Idaho; that insuperable objections stand as barriers between the two sections ; that
the entire Territory is incapable of sustaining a population sufficient
for self-government, and therefore should be parceled out among her
neighbors; that the character of her population is hopelessly bad, or
some equally valid reason given, before this legislation is enacted. No
such reasons have been presented to the committee. In early days,
when this agitation commenced, it seems that a journey from North to
South Idaho was considerable of an undertaking, but the alleged barriers between northern and southern Idaho never did exist as insuper- ·
able geographical obstacles to the easy intercourse of the two sections,
and now t,hey are practically removed by roads and contiguous settlements.
This bugbear, of which so much use is sought to be made, disappears before the advancement of the pioneers; and no honest and intelligent observer, who will acquaint himself with the facts, will risk
bis reputation in urging it as a cause for separation. Two railroad surveys have been made through these mountains, neither of which finds
any serious obstacles to railroad construction.
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The alternation of mountains and valleys between northern and
southern Idaho is not uncommon to the mountainous regions of the
whole Territory.
Idaho has, together with Montana, the Virginias, North Carolina,
and Tennessee, the only purely mountain boundary known to the Territories or to the States of the Union. Washington and Oregon are
divided by the Cascade Mountains into eastern and western Washington and Oregon. A large portion of California lies east of the Sierra
N.evada_ range. Vermont, Pennsylvania, New Yotk and Colorado,
Arizona, and New Mexico, not to mention other States and Territories,
contain vast ranges of mountain structures within themselves, and are
not bounded by them.
·
It is obvious in the face of these facts that the trifling elevations be- ·
tween northern and southern Idaho constitute no solid grouud for the
passage of this bill. The reason and the cause for this legi:slation do
not exist in the topography of the country, nor do they exist in the wishes
of the people of Idaho.
The characteristic difference between north and sou th Idaho is that
of climate, sufficient rain falling in north Idaho to pe1;mit the raising
of all sm,all grain and flax and fruit, in great abundance and variety
without the artificial aid of water. It may be said also of the agricultural portions of north Idaho, particularly Nez Perce County, that the
mountains are not rocky aud their sides and tops yield a ready harvest.
The lands in all the balance of ·the Territory require irrigation to
produce good and certain crops. There is no division of the Great
Basin so well watered as Idaho. The Snake River commences in the
extreme northeastern corner of the Territory, runs south, then west,
then nor~h about 1,000 miles, all the distance being within the Territory. This river will average a .width of 900 feet and is very deep. The
ClearwaN3r, Salmon, Weiser, Payette, Boise, Malad, Bruneau, and
Portneuf are all large streams, carrying at all times immense bodies_ of
water. They traverse every section of the Territory and are fed by mnumer able smaller streams.
No lands produce better than sage-brush .land when well watered.
The elements of sandy plains and water, when combined can not be excelled for agricultural purposes. Both these elements Idaho has in profusion. Comparatively little attention· has been given to farming as
yet, because there has been no market for the products, and because
money could be made faster and easier in other pursuits.
The Snake River Valley, the three Camas Prairies, one in Bingham,
one in _Alturas, one in Idaho County, and the rich valleys in every
county m the Territory are alone capable of supporting as large a populati?n as there is in any of the New England States. The time is not
far distant when the"'e lands will be needed and utilized. No one has
· ever eriously asserted that Idaho does not possess the elements which
go to form a great common wealth. · Such a statement could only be
ma<le by those unacquainted with her resources, or who have an object
in mi repre enting.
S_o far 3: your committee can learn, the only open and fair reason n?W
as 1gned _1s an eager desire on the pai:t of some in North Idaho to enJOY
the 1:>le srng of tatehood an<l self-government, which they expect to
attam ooner _in Wa hington Territory than iu Idaho Territory. One
re~ on 1;1rg ~ m the committee in favor of the majority report was that
tb1 l ~1 lation would top the clamor of the few in the north who hav~
I> l' 'l t ntl tug d annexation. Should we dr troy an entire Ternt r to ·top the grumbling of a few, who will soon pass away in the
natur l order of e ents i
•
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At the present time the plain showing is that the sentiment of the
north is opposed to annexation, and we believe if no legislation is
given here to encourag-e t.he grumblers the wi.sh of all for dismemberment will soon die out. In Nez Perce County the feeling for annexation is almost unanimous, and 1,300 citizens from that county petitioned
for it. The feeling in the counties of Kootenai, Idaho, and Shoshone
is adverse. Yet with a solid vote of 2,000 in favor of Nez Perce they
. would probably offset the majorities in each of the other three counties
against. This does not seem to be a fair proposition besides, because
the bid of immediate statehood is. held out to those in the- north if they
vote for delegates to the constitutional convention, as this bill provides
that if the north elect eleven delegates to the proposed constitutional
convention of Washington Territofy, then North Idaho is added to
Washington Territory. The people of the north f.1erefore would be
voting substantially as to whether they would go to Washington State
or remain in Idaho Territory. This would have great weight, for we
all understand how anxious those in Territories are to become parts of
a State.
There is another proposition, also., which is the seqmmce of the one
under consideration. The last legislature of Nevada, 1886-'87, passed
he following act; to wit:
The consent of the State of Nevada is hereby given to annexation to this State of
any part of the territory of the United States which Congress may deem proper, upon
such terms and conditions as Congress shall prescribe.

The act is indexed, " to add the south part .of Idaho Territory to the
State of Nevada." It is well and fu1ly understood both in Nevada and
Idaho that the annexation of North Idaho to Washington means the
annexation of South Idaho to ~ evada, and the obliteration of Idaho.
The people of South Idaho are as much inte:r:ested in the fate of North
Idaho as North Idaho itself.
If the north section should be cut off, which polled 4,646 votes at last
elect.ion, and has not less than 7,000 voters now, which contains n'early
25,000 square miles, au area equal to that of New Hampshire, V:ermont,
Rhode Island, and Delaware combined, and the finest agricultural land
in Idaho, and the most prosperous mining camp on the Pacific coast
(the Cceur d'Alene) and the assessable property of which is over
$5,000,000, South Idaho will be paralyzed. With about one-fourth of her
wealth aml population •ruthlessly taken away, she will readily fall into
the pit dug for her .b y her ambitious neighbors. From what your committee learn and believe, the annexation of North Idaho means the destruction of a subdivision on the Pacific coast. With the chance for ·
statehood so long deferred, the South will press her distribution among
her neighbors.
Idaho bas grown steadily and rapidly, is in a splendid condition today and will soon be ready for statehood, if let alone. The Territories
of Dakota, Montana, and Washington alone excel her.
We will submit some statistics which were carefully collected and
taken from official records :
Total vote cast,,jo1' Delegate to Congress.
Years.
1880.............. .... .. ..............
1882 · · · · · · · ... · ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Votes cast.
7,223
11, 020

Years.
1884.................................
1886...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Votes cast.
12,288
15, 358
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At the election of 1886 there were at least 2,000 Mormons who were
entitled to vote in the Territory, provided they took the test oath passed
by the thirteenth session of the legislative asser;nbly. This oath the Mor•
mons refuse to take, although every voter must take this same oath,
if challenged, before his ballot ean be deposited in the ballot.box.
Taxable property.
Years.

Values.

Years.

Values.

..

'

1880 .•••••• : . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1881 . • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • •
1882 • • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • .
1883. .• . .•••••. ••. ...... •.• • ••. ••.

$6, 408, 089. 14
8, 066, 865. 75
9. 339, 071. 05
13,938,412.31

1884 .................. '. ••••••.••.
1885 ............................ .
1886 ..... . ...................... .
1887 •••··•••·••·•••••• .......... .

$15,497, 598. 34
16, 230, 000. 84
17,725,122.00

20,741,192. co

The assessed valuation must be understood as being exceedingly
low; in fact, only a fraction of the real value.
Again, the vast mining properties are not taxable ; neither is there
any bullion tax on their products. Growing crops are also exempt,
and as the assessments are made early in the spring, but little grain,
fruit, hay, or other products of the farmers are ever on the assessment
rolls.
·
The loss of stock during the last winter in the whole Territory did
not exceed 2¼ per cent.
There are no contagious diseases among cattle or horses, nor has the
legislature ever enacted any quarantine laws.
.Articles.

Quantity.

.Articles.

Grain raised tbis year ......• bushels ..
Hay raised this year .••. . ....•.. tons ..
Hort1es reported ..........•..... . .....

2,374,325
342,914
132,922

Cattle .............................. .
Sheep r eported ..................... .
Hogs reported ...................... .

Qaant,ity.
442,363
312,248
60,411

There are 55,000,000 acres of land in the Territory.· Only 10,350,554:
acres of which have been surveyed, a less amount than in any oth_er
State or Territory, but of this amount 5,731,997 acres have been dis•
posed of, a larger percentage than any other State or Territory shows,
excepting Washington Territory. But5,552,909 acres of land have been
disposed of in Utah, and it has been shown to our committee that Utah
has a population of 200,000 people. Utah and Idaho are alike in this,
that their land iR taken up as a general thing· for agricultural purposes,
and not, as is often the case in Nevada, Wyoming, and Montana, for the
grazing of large herds. Nevada has had ~2,793,702 acres surveyed;
New Mexico, 46,580,458 acres; and Wyoming. 47,093,498 acres.
There are hundreds and hundreds of ranchers living upon unsurveyed
lands in Idaho who can not acquire titles to their farms, and who are
besieging the Department daily for additional surveys.
·
T?ere we~e taken np during the year ending August 31, 1887! in the
var10u Umted States land offices of the Territory, under entries and
:filings, about 250,000 acres of public land, and there are at least 23, '244:
square miles, or 14,876,731 acres, of surveyed and unsnrveyed land in
the Territory n ceptible of cultivation.
The efigure are given by the r gi ters and receivers of the five United
State land office in the Territory, and the General Land Office,
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Within the last few years the following railroads have been completed
in the Territory:
Miles.

Oregon Short Line Railroad ........... - . - - - .... - - ..... - .".. - - - - • . - - - - - - • - - - •
Utah Northeru Railroad ...•......•••......•••.....• ., ••... - - - .. - - - - -·. - - - • - Idaho Central Railroad ....•........ - ... - - •.• - - - . - . - ....•. - - - •.••• • . - • • - - - - •
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company ..................•... - - - .. - ~ ••.• N orthcrn Pacific ....... ~ •..•......• -.. - - - .. - - - - - - . - - -.. - - • - • • - - - • • . - - • - - • - Creur d'Alene Railway ....•....... -----· .....•••••...... ---· .•.••. --·---·- Spokane and Idaho ••••••...••..•••••...•..•••• ---- ...... ---- •.•... ---·-·..

481. 4
206. 49
19. 5
3

88
13.3
13.5

Total piiles of railroads in Idaho at this date .......•.•••.. - - . . • • . . • • . . 893. 63

Compamtive staternent -of gold and silver bars rnanufactured at the United States assay
office, Boise City, Idaho, during the fiscal years 1884,· 1885, 1886, and 1887; also f01· the
months of July and .August of 1886 and 1887:
1884 ··•··· ··---- ···--· ·----· ·----- ·----· ..•. -·--- •..• ·----· ·---·· ···--· $150,615.00
11;85 .................. ___ ...••......••......••••... - .........•... - . . • . 183, 960. 50
1886 ...•... _..•••..•.•....•.•••••..•..._... _... • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . 122, 046. 61
1887 . _........•••.•.••..•......•..••••...•....••...••••..••••.. - . . . . • . 446, 641. 66
July, 1886 .. _.. _.... _• _. . • • • . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . .
82, 642. 86
31,311.46
August, 1886...... .••••. .•••.• •••• .... ..••..•••••. ..•••. .•••.. •... ..•.
July, 1887...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . . • • . • . . • • . • . • • . • • . 154, 635. 04
August, 1887 .•.. ...... ...••. .... .•.••• .... ••.. .••••. ...••• •••• •... ..•. 103,394.48

•

Production af gold, silver, and lead.

1885 . . . . • • . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . • .
1886 ...•••••••.••••..•.••... ~ •..•••..•••••...•• ~ •.•... ~.. • • . . . . . . . . . . .
18rl7 ···-·· •••••• ···- ·····-·-·· ••.•.... ··-· ---· ·----· ---- •••••••••• ••••

$f,, 486, 000
5, 755, 602
9,245,589

Estimate of H.F. Wild, assayer United States assay office, Boise City,
Idaho, of the production of gold, silver, and lead in the Terdtory of
Idaho during the year ending September 30, 1887:
Counties.
Ada ......•••••••••.•. . .·....•••..............
Alturas ...•••.........•...•.......... ........

Value of
gold.

Cassia ...................................... .
Custer ...................................... .
!dado .......•....... . ..........•. ,. ...•.•••..
Lemhi ...................................... .
Nez Perces ................................. .
Owyhee ..•......••..........................
Shoshone ..•..•................••••••........
Washington ..•..••.. .• ...••.•...............

$2,108
393,715
71,152
500,000
5,954
140,000
300,000
585,000
14,500
75,000
300,000
30,000

Total . • . • . • . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .

2, 417, 429

:~1ttr~. :: :::: ::::::::::: ::::::::.: ::::::::

Coin value Valueoflead Total al ·
of silver.
at $4.50.
v ues.
$28
2,126,000
90
150,000
42
1,500,000
6,000
375,00'0

$900,000

225,000
620,000

······ '75:000· ::::::::::::::
400,000
450, 000
1,000 ....•...•..•..
4,633,160

2,195,000

$2,136
3,419,715
71,242
650,000
5,096
1,865,000
306,000
1,580,000
14,500
150,000
1,150,000
31,000
9,245,589

The great natural resources of Idaho are to.day pracllca.lly unde• ·
veloped. The immense mineral belt of the Territory is hardly prospected, and mining enterprises are yet in their infancy. Tbous~nds of
good and valuable quartz mines of gold, silver, copper, and lead are
yet unoccupied and unlocated. There are splendid water.powers, suitable for mills of all kinds. The yield of the mines increases steadily
and seems to be inexhaustible.
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Schools.
Total number o.f school districts .. ___ ••••••••• -~ ••....••.... -·. . . • • •• • •
'l'otal number of school-houses . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • ••• . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .• . .
Total number of schools .. _...... _.....................................
Total number of scholars enrolled ..........•...... : . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . .
Total number of school libraries........................................
Total number of volumes in libra-ries . . . • •. . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .
Total number of children of school age .•.....•••.••...•••. ·--···......
Amounts received as per reports of 1886 .••••...•••..............•......
Amounts expended as per r eports of 1886 ....•.....••.•.... .............
Estimated number of children on school census roll who will b~ over the
age of twenty-one yeairs in November, 1888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Estimated number of children under the age of five years in this Territory. _~ .......... _. . . . . _...... _........... _.................... __ . . . .
Estimated ex,enditures for school purposes for year 1887 .......•.....•.•
Estimate.d receipts for same period ..••••••..... _.......... .............

313
J16
3tl
10, 60i
10
1,221
18,506
$147,253.45
$135,313.21

2,000
6, 500
$170,000.00
$165,000.00

Inctease in school popu.lation.

Year.
1880 ..•••••• ·-·· ••••••••••.•••..•·••...••.
1881. •••.••.•••.•••..••..••.•..•.......•.
1882 .•••.•••••.••..•••.•......••..•..... .
1883 ••••.••.•••.••••.•.•...••.....•...••.

No. of
children.
6,698
8, 1!)3

9,650
10,936

Year.

1884 .•••.• ·· ·-·· .....• ·•·••• ··•••· .•••..
1885 ........ ·······••· ·····• ..... ·······

1886 .................. ······ ... , .. ······
1887 (reports not alljn) ............... _.

No. of
children.

13,140
15,399
17, 3i2
18,506

An inspection will show that the school population bas nearly doubled
in the last five years, and we are satisfied that, were complete returns
made this .year, they would show that there is :1 school population ?f
not less.than 20,000. And there are in course of erection seven pubhc
school buildings, which will cost $70,000. There are also a number of
independent school districts, which own property estimated to be wor!h
at least $100,000, and which accommodate more than 1,000 school children. There are a number of sectarfa,n schools which have property of
their own. A low estimate upon the amount of -school property in the
Territory is $450,000.
.
.
.
The populatiou of the Territory, as estimated by the governor m his
last annual report to the Secretary of the Interior, is 97,250, and the
Delegate from Idaho, who is thoroughly conversant with all parts of t_he
Territory, places the population at not less than 100,000. Thefina!lmal
prosp~cts of the Territory as shown by the comptroller are exceedmgly
flat.termg.
There is a Territorial library containing about six thqusand -volumes.
Idaho has a fine capitol building of magnificent proportions, elegantly
furnished, and heated by the latest steam-heating appara,tus; supplied
with pure spring.water in every room, and provided with several excellent vaults for the safe.keeping of the public records. '
'I-he Territory has gone to a large expense in building and equipping
this structure (unaided by the General Government), and bas provided
elegant a,n<l commodious offices notouly for the Territorial officials, but
al o for the governor, secretary, United. States attorney, United States
marshall, clerk of the upreme court, library rooms, and judges' chambers.
The Territory has er cted a large three-story building- for an ins~ne
~ ylum at the tow_n of Blackfoot, Bingham Couuty. These two bmldrngs co ~ the Territory of Idaho $100,000 ($80,000 for the capit?l and
$20,000 for the a ylumJ, for which interest•bearino- bonus were 1s ued,
the capitol bond due in 1905 and the a ylum bonds from 1882 to 1895.
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The legislature of the Territory voted these appropriations. There was
some opposition, but none from the members from the northern counties.
They accepted for their section their due proportion of tile indebtedness.
The bill under consideration makes no provision .for an adjustment of.
this debt. Had it not been for the votes of the portion of territory
segregated by this bill, the debt would not .ha:ve been incurred.
There was some excuse for legislation by Congress on this question
at the last session, when the. Delegate from Idaho urged it, but there
can be none at present.
That Mr. Hailey, the Delegate then, did not represent his constituents
is evidenced from a letter from him read before our committee, and
dated'
SPRING CREEK RANCH, ALTURAS COUNTY, IDAHO,

January 16, 1888.
I w'ls elected to the Forty-ninth Congress on a platform that indorsed the annexation of the four northern counties of Idaho to Washington. While I did not approve
of this division, I felt that it was my duty to try and carry out the provisions of the
platform.
On my return home, I found that in so doing I had incur red the displeasure of a
great many friends. In fact, I am fully satisfied now that nine-tenths or more of the
resident citizens of Idaho are opposed to any division of Ida ho whatever. They desire to be left as they are. We are in a prosperous condition and will soon have all
the requisites for statehood.
Yours, truly,

In view of the foregoing reasons, and many others which might be
suggested, your committee is of the opinion that neither · the interests
of the people of Idaho nor a sound public policy, require the obliteration
or dismemberment of that Territory.
·
s. M. CULLOM,
CHAS. F. MANDERSON,
On behalf of minority of the Committee on Territories.
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